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MCTA hears

positive report
from ATA
on annual audit
By JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Writer
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The Murray Calloway Transit
Authority Board of Directors
heard words Tuesday that every
organization likes to hear in
regards to a financial audit.
Jason Anderson with the
Murray branch of the Alexander
Thompson Arnold certified
public accounting gave the
good news during the board's
monthly meeting.
"Transit had a good year,"
Anderson said, noting MCTA
finished the 2014 fiscal year
$431,000- plus on the positive
side. "Now, with that, you can
say, 'Oh, we made $431,000
last year.' But when you.consider that you had a $223,000 loss
the year before, it is obvious
that very good progress has
been made.
"It is our opinion that the
financials were presented fairly
and that this report accurately
reflects the financial operations
of Transit. Therefore, we are
giving an unqualified opinion.
also known as 'clean,' which is
the highest standard we can
provide."
Anderson praised the board
and the MCTA organization as
a whole for its efforts to reduce
expenses, along with utilize
improvements in equipment,
such as higher-efficient vehicles. where MCTA has opted to
use smaller vans for most transports instead of larger buses.

Fire destroys
Hazel home
on 3rd Street
By AUSTIN RAMSEY
Staff Writer
Officials are unclear on what caused a large
fire that destroyed a home in downtown Hazel
Tuesday afternoon.
The Hazel Fire Department responded to the
blaze on Third Street just before noon and
Assistant Fire Chief Jason Nesbitt said crews
did not contain the flames until about 3:30
p.m.
The home owner, who is a HFD volunteer,
made the call for help from his colleagues at
about 11:15 a.m., but Nesbitt said that by the
time he made it to the scene a minute later, a
large section of the roof was already ablaze.
Nesbitt issued a mutual assistance call to
Calloway County Fire-Rescue almost immediately after the call. He said he knew the fire
was bad based on the conversation he had with
the homeowner.
CCFR Chief Tommy Morgan said the owner

II See Page 2A

AUSTIN RAMSEY / Ledger & Times

A fire on the corner of Third and Calloway streets in Hazel destroyed a home Tuesday. Officials say the cause
of the fire is unclear, but no injuries were reported.

Hurt talks Foundation
at Chamber Breakfast

See Page 2A
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Murray-Calloway County Community Foundation President Harold Hurt speaks to a
crowded Murray Room Tuesday morning during the Murray-Calloway County Chamber
of Commerce Business@Breakfast event on the Murray State University campus.

to Ledger & Times
subscriber:

cerned)?" Hurt said. "It's a lot
broader than what most people
think. Of course, we handle endowCounty ments for 501 (c)(3) organizations.
Murray-Calloway
Community Foundation (MCCCF) We also handle endowments for
President Harold Hurt told our school systems, Murray State,
attendees agencies of the city and county
Business@Breakfast
Tuesday all the ways the founda- government,churches,the hospital.
tion can help fund the charity or cemeteries. We've got several
cemeteries, and also we have civic
cause of their choice.
Hurt was the featured speaker at clubs — one for the Rotary Club and
the event, which is hosted most one for the Lions Club."
Hurt said some members of the
months in the CFSB Center's
tried to start a foundacommunity
MurrayMurray Room by the
Calloway County Chamber, of tion in 2006, but it never got off the
Commerce. He said the foundation ground. The now-active communisupports local non-profit organiza- ty foundation was started in 2010,
tions by setting up endowments and which came after Greg McNutt
investing the money donated by the invited Hurt to attend a presentapublic. The interest is then used to tion on community foundations.
give grants to the organizations, he Hurt said. He said that when he
heard what a foundation could do,
said.
the
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far
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non-profit
"What is a
▪ See Page 5A
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Staff Writer
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Staff Writer

By JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Writer
Amanda Winchester and Suzy Crook are really looking
forward to Winchester's appearance in next week's Miss
Kentucky United States Pageant.
For Murray High School graduate and current Murray
State University senior Winchester, it is a chance to
bring to the forefront something which she carries a
strong passion.the West KY Mentoring program based in
her hometown. With Crook being the director of that
agency, it is easy to see why she is excited about
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MISD Board approves
CTC boundaries survey

Winchester plans to promote
WIN at pageant this weekend

II See Page 2A
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JOHN WRIGHT / Ledger & Times
Amanda Winchester, reigning Miss Murray-Calloway County
Fair Queen, left, presents a $500 check to West KY Mentoring
Executive Director Suzy Crook.
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The Murray Independent School
District took another step Tuesday
night on the road to the building of
the new Career and Technical Center
it will someday share with Calloway
County Schools.
The MISD Board of Education
unanimously approved a proposal for
a boundary and topographical survey
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Daly Forecast
The National Weather Sinks
Wednesday: Sunny, with a
high near 51. Light and variable wind becoming west 5 to
10 mph in the morning.
Wednesday Night: Mostly
cloudy, with a low around 23.
North northwest wind 10 to 14
mph, with gusts as high as 22
mph.
Thursday: Sunny, with a
high near 27. North northwest

From Front

wind 13 to 17 mph, with gusts
as high as 26 mph.
Thursday Night: Mostly
clear, with a low around 16.
North northwest wind 6 to 11
mph becoming light north after
midnight.
Friday: Mostly sunny, with a
high near 37. Calm wind
becoming southwest 5 to 7
mph in the morning.
Friday Night: Mostly clear,
with a low around 25.
Southwest wind 7 to 9 mph
becoming west northwest after
midnight.
Saturday: Mostly sunny,
with a high near 32. Northwest
wind 9 to 18 mph, with gusts
as high as 25 mph.
Saturday Night: Mostly
clear, with a low around 8.
North wind 8 to 17 mph, with
gusts as high as 24 mph.
Sunday: Mostly sunny, with
a high near 27. North wind 5 to
8 mph becoming light and vanable in the afternoon.

AUSTIN RAMSEY / Ledger & Times photos
Officials say the Hazel house fire Tuesday likely started in the attic, making an interior attack
on the flames difficult and dangerous. Above, Calloway County Fire-Rescue volunteers
attempt to dampen the roof while flames tear through the home's roof.
JOHN WRIGHT Ledger & Times
Accountant Jason Anderson, back left, discusses the findings
of Alexander Thompson Arnold for the annual audit of the
Murray Calloway Transit Authority Tuesday morning.
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From Front

•MCTA, audit...
From Front
"Operating costs had a
$30,000 reduction from the previous year, and that says we're
more efficient in how we're
doing business, we're probably
running better routes and we're
using better vehicles to run those
routes," Anderson told the
board. "It shows that you as a
board are making better decisions, and it's those decisions
that drive down those costs.
"You went from $1.2 million
in expeneses from previous year
to $1.1 million this year. That's
about a $91,000 difference, and
that shows up. Plus, these figures don't even factor in the
lower gas prices that we've had
in the past several months.
"Also, your unrestricted balance turned out positive by
$106,934. That has not always
been a positive, and it's just
another example of how well
you've improved."
vibe from
positive
The
Anderson's audit report also seemed
to spill into the monthly financial
report, where MCTA finished with

reported smelling a strange odor
in his two-story historic Hazel
home. He quickly searched the
some very strong statistics.
structure before he noticed
One of these ridership, where smoke and flames upstairs. The
MCTA accumulated 10,180 rid- man evacuated the house with
ers in January, as opposed to his wife and got as many
9,761 in December. What had belongings and pets as he could
board members feeling happy, before the entire roof had succumbed to the flames.
though, was that the current ridNesbitt said the blaze was
ership was more than 1,000 quick and relentless. The home
higher than it was a year ago.
was older and had undergone
Breaking down the ridership, several renovations over the
on-demand rides drove that sta- years. Multiple roofs left layers
tistic with nearly 4,500 riders of shingles where the fire could
using that service. Murray State spread untouched by water
University's men's basketball above or below. By the time the
success is also seemingly help- heat would escape, he said, that
ing things, as more than 3,000 of portion of the home was beyond
those rides came from home saving.
"We tried to make an interior
games at the CFSB Center.
attack for a few minutes, but I
It also appears that the evening
pulled them out," Nesbitt said.
ridership service the board "The roof ... it was just too
approved last year is starting to unstable."
resonate in the community with
The initial call came as a fire
some of the strongest numbers in the attic. Nesbitt said that is
yet being recorded in January. likely where the blaze began,
The total farebox was $427, because of how quickly flames
which was a significant increase spread from one side of the roof
to the other. He also said a midfrom December.
section of the ceiling fell in
are
service
All shifts of that
arrival.
registering in double digits with within moments of his
33 rides being recorded on Jan.
10, 17 and 24, all Saturdays.

3

4
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Both the Hazel Fire Department and the CCFR responded to
the fire, but officials said late Tuesday that the home was a
complete loss.
Five Hazel volunteers and a
little more than 20 CCFR units
responded to the afternoon fire.
Hazel's only tanker and seven
county trucks were used, officials reported.
As the sun went down over
Hazel, several volunteers were
still maintaining command on
Third Street, applying foam to
hot spots and containing debris.
American Red Cross volunteers assisted the family, while a
Calloway County Sheriff's
Office deputy maintained pres-

ence at the intersection of Third
and Calloway streets.
Most of the roof had collapsed
by the time the flames had subsided. Morgan said conditions
Tuesday afternoon were just
right for a house fire of that size
to get out of control, but there
was never any immediate threat
to surrounding homes.
At press time on Tuesday, the
Hazel Fire Department had not
contacted the state fire marshal.
indicating no foul play suspected.

Winchester — a mentor with the program the past five years — appeanng
in the pageant.
"We always tell our meutors that
they are entering into a cotranitment
when they say they will do this, and I
can say for certain that Amanda has
taken this responsibility to heart,"
said Crook, who will be watching
very closely starting next Friday in
Pigeon Forge, Tennessee when
Winchester, the reigning Miss
Murray -Calloway County, begins
preliminary competition.
Her platform subject will be West
KY Mentoring and how it has not
only helped provide guidance for
countless young people, but that the
concept of the Murray -based agency
needs to spread far beyond the
Purchase Area.
"I am looking forward to the interview portion because that is where I
will really get the chance to talk
about IC said Winchester, who is
also representing MSU's Alpha
Omicron Pi sorority, where she is a
past president. "In fact, one of the
things I'm doing is going over the
plan with Suzy about what things I
need to hit on to tell the people there
about this program and how great it
is.
"I'm really advocating for more
organizations like this being formed
in Kentucky, because, through my
experiences with working with kids. I
can tell you for sure that you can see
the progress. We just have to get the
word out."
"I can give you many examples,
but we have one girl I was talking
with last week who barely passed as
far as being able to go to her next
grade last year, and since coming into
this program. she has made tremendous progress with school," Crook
said. "I checked on her and she is
now way ahead of where she was this
time a year ago, but the biggest thing
is. she loves school. She's really
excited about going there every day.
That's what our program does for
these kids."
Something else sure to be on
Winchester's list is that West KY
Mentoring is the only grass-roots
organization in the conunonwealth
strictly for just mediating between
adult mentors and children ages 5-13.
like
"Anybody cans
this, but it takes a solid group to be
committed and keep it going. and
we've got that here. We've been here
XI years. We're solid," Crook said.
Winchester's participation in the
pageant also will benefit West KY
Mentoring financially. She said she
needed to raise a certain amount of
funds to finance pageant expenses,
but inserted the clause that anything
over that amount would go to the
agency.
Sponsors supplying assistance
were The Murray Bank, The Murray
Insurance Agency; Harold Hurt Law,
Quest
Peel
Holland,
&
Pharmaceutical, Edwards Jones.
David Taylor Chrysler. Kentucky
Farm Bureau and Wabash National.

•MISD Board approves schematics...
From Front
of the land on which the new
center will be constructed. The
Farmer
firms of Bacon
&
Engineering
Workman
Markum
and
Testing
Engineering will handle the job
at a cost of $3,960 that MISD
Superintendent Bob Rogers said
will come from a fund both dis-

tricts are overseeing specifically time line for the project. That
timeline has construction confor the project.
M1SD's approval Tuesday cluding in June 2016.
"There's a lot of dirt work to
now means the matter can move
forward if the Calloway board be done on a project like this,
gives the same OK in its meet- and what this work we approved
tonight does is enable(BFW and
ing Thursday night.
"We're not sitting still on this. Marcum) to show where hills
We are moving forward," and valleys are, along with
Rogers said after the meeting. which direction water may
Board
MISD
where he also revealed a new flow," said

Sweetheart - $25

All About You - $60

Shellac manicure with paraffin dip

Shampoo, cut, style,
shellac manicure and pedicure

Cupid's Arrow - $35
Shampoo,cut and style with
shine/conditioning treatment
Simply Blissful - $40
Manicure and pedicure

Head Over Heels - $85
Color, shampoo, cut, style,
brow wax and shellac
manicure or pedicure

Chairman Dr. Richard Crouch.
Rogers said the new timeline
emerged from discussions last
week between the architectural
firm for the project. RBS of
with
along
Owensboro,
BFW/Marcum and Calloway
County Schools personnel.
"This is an aggressive goal."
Rogers said of the June 2016
date. "There's been a lot of preliminary work with this, though.
so we're trying to move forward.
In our March meeting, we hope to
approve the design phase of this
project, which will show us
where (equipment,as well as utility systems) is going to go."
***

Also Tuesday, the board unanimously approved nonresident
contracts for the next school
year between MISD and six
neighboring school districts. Dr.
Tom Rendek, director of Pupil
Personnel for MISD, said figures show that MISD receives
nearly 50 students from Trigg
County, McCracken County,
Mayfield
Paducah
City,
Independent, Marshall County
and Graves County. He said 38
of those come from Marshall
and Graves alone.
**•

Bel-Air Center
Murray, KY

eSIRLOM
NOCKaD

270-753-0440
sirioinstockadsmurray com

In addition, the board
approved Site-Based Decision
Making Council allocations for
2015-16 for the three campuses
of MISD. Murray Elementary
and Murray Middle schools will
both receive about $2 million.
while Murray High will receive
nearly $1.6 million.
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Dave Says

Where's the safety
factor?
Dear Dave,
I'm retired, and currently
have about five percent of my
retirement savings in gold and
silver I've been acquiring over
the lastfew years.I've seen gold
prices decline significantly, and
I'm wondering if! should hang
on to it as a safety factor in the
event the economy goes bad in a
hurry. I want to make sure I'll
still have a safety factor, and
something of value, if that happens.
Steve
Dear Steve,
What's the safety factor here?
And if everything goes downhill, why does it have value?
Gold has this weird allure and
mythology around it that says,
"I've still got something that
people will take when the economy crashes." But the truth is
there hasn't been an instance
when people used gold as a
medium of exchange in a
crashed or failed economy since
the Roman Empire.
People still use gold because
they believe in it. We also
believe in green paper with
presidents' faces on it. So, gold
really has no more intrinsic
value than that green paper. The
only reason we place value on it
is because we,the society, place

value on it. A failed society
might not place value on it anymore.
In a completely failed economy, the first step is usually a
takeover by a Fascist government. After that, you get a new
color of money - of paper - with
a new leader's face on it. Then,
the old stuff isn't worth anything. It's very seldom you ever
see gold come to the rescue.
I don't believe in investing in
gold for that reason. Plus, the
track record on gold, as far as a
rate of return, is horrible over
the long haul. There was a time
a few years ago when everyone
went crazy on it, but other than
that? Ugh!
—Dave

On the road again?
Dear Dave,
We've got our emergencyfund
in place, and we're debt-free
except for our home. We'd like
to have a child soon, but my job
requires frequent travel. I don't
want to be away most ofthe time
when there's a baby in the
house, so I'm thinking about
opening my own business. That
way, I can set my own hours.
What do you think of this idea?
Ray
Dear Ray,
Ask yourself this question: If
time and money weren't consid-

erations, which one would you
rather do? You'd be on straight
commission as an entrepreneur,
so there would be no regular
checks to count on as income.
You'd have to wake up every
single morning, go out and kill
something and drag it home. If
you don't, your family won't
eat.
An entrepreneur is the only
person I know who can go from
sheer terror to sheer exhilaration
and back every single day.
You've got to have a strong
mind and heart to make things
happen, and it will be a rough
ride if you don't have both. Plus,
it won't last long if you don't
absolutely love what you're
doing.
Everybody wants to be successful in their job and make
lots of money, but personal happiness is just as important. If
you wake up jazzed about what
you're going to do every day,
chances are you'll be successful
and happy. But if you wake up
dreading the day and your job,
then I can almost guarantee you
won't be successful financially
or happy.
Do lots of research and planning before you make any big
changes, Ray. There are great
small business ideas still waiting to be had,but to make something good happen you've got to
find the one that's right for you!
— Dave

Create Your Community Legacy:
What is the Murray-Calloway
County Community Foundation?
Special to the Ledger
In 2015, the Murray -Calloway County
Community Foundation will pump an estimated
$30,000 into our local non-profit organizations
through existing endowment funds.
Each year, as funds continue to grow and more
members of our community contribute to existing
endowments or start new endowments, that
amount will continue to increase. And most
importantly to our non-profit partners, this funding is something they can count on year-afteryear. in perpetuity.
The Murray-Calloway County Community
Foundation (hereinafter"MCCCF')gives you the
means to be a part of creating long-term charitable support for the non-profit organizations in
Murray and Calloway County.
Are people in our community actively contributing to existing endowments?
Each month, people just like you are contributing what they can to ensure our community continues to thrive for generations to come. The
MCCCF has raised over $750,000 in endowed
funds in the four years since the Foundation was
established.
By partnering with the MCCCF,members of our
community are building these endowments to
ensure the charitable causes we care about most
deeply are funded today, tomorrow and forever.
How can my small contribution make a difference?
An essential piece of the work of our
Community Foundation is building a permanent
collection of endowed funds through contributions made by many donors. These contributions
are carefully invested, and professionally managed, to ensure the funds will grow and be available in perpetuity.
Endowments provide a source of funding that
non-profit organizations can count on year-afteryear. As their endowments grow, the non-profits

Dave Ramsey is America's
trusted voice on money and
business. He has authored five
New York Times best-selling
books, including The Total
Money Makeover. The Dave
Ramsey Show is heard by more
than 8.5 million listeners each By
HAWKINS TEAGUE
week on more than 550 radio Staff Writer
stations. Follow Dave on
West
Kentucky
Allied
Twitter at @DaveRanisey and Services, Inc. held a public
on the web at daveramsey.com. meeting in Murray Tuesday to
discuss the community's needs.
WKAS Assistant Executive
Director Tony Dowdy, whose
office is based in Mayfield, led
the meeting at the Weaks
Community Center, which is
where Murray's WKAS office is
housed. He said the agency must
hold a public meeting and collect surveys to determine community' needs before writing its
Community Service Block

Please support the
United Way
of
Murray-Calk:way
County

rive„f„,,, S5
CLEARANCE EVENT
25% off of any purchases
Up to 50"o off clearance models
Save up to S2,000 on select models
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WKAS holds community needs meeting
Grant each year. He said the services in the areas of employCalloway County office's social ment, education, income manworker. Shirley Jones. typically agement. housing, emergency
collects 300-400 surveys each services, nutrition, linkages with
year from clients the office other community resources,
serves.
self-sufficiency and health.
According to a brochure, the
Although few people attended
mission of WKAS — which the meeting. attendees included
serves eight counties — is to Jones.. Trish Barton. SMP
reduce and eliminate poverty by (Senior Medicare Patrol) coordipromotion of innovative and nator with the WKAS office,
creative strategies to fight and a representative from the
poverty; self-sufficiency of indi- T;epartment for Community
viduals, families and communi- Based Services. Barton can be
ties; and reduction of dependen- reached at 270-559-2274 and
cy where feasible.
the DCBS can be reached at
Dowdy said WKAS provides (855) 306-8959.
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will be able to
focus more of
their attention on
their operations
and helping our
FOUNDATION
community, and
less energy on
time-consuming
Article 20
fundraising projects.
When your contribution is combined with contributions of hundreds of other donors, these dollars go to work to improve specific areas of our
community including: educational attainment.
community arts, health awareness, community
improvement, children's programs. and social
services.
Our community is consistently awarded and recognized for our high quality of life, and our nonprofit organizations play a vital role in providing
that level of excellence.
How can I learn more?
The Murray-Calloway County Community
Foundation has worked with numerous individuals, families, businesses, churches and other
organizations to set-up new public endowments.
In fact, through December 2015, individuals and
businesses that establish or contribute to existing
endowments will become founders of MCCCF.
Gift amounts start at $250 for individuals or couples, and $1,000 for businesses, and can be contributed over a two year period.
To learn more about the Murray-Calloway
County Community Foundation and how you can
get involved, visit mcccf.org or contact Harold
Hurt, President of MCCCF, at 270-761-6880 or
any of the following board members: Linda
Avery: 270-753-0060, Tab Brockman: 270-7620325,Gary Brockway: 270-753-0503, Matt Hale:
270-753-5411. Sarah Jones: 270-227-8010, Brian
Overbey: 270-767-2000, Alice Rouse: 270-7538393, Dick Weaver: 270-753-2899.
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Thoughts on Obama
for President's Day
a fixed term
that begins
on a certain
day
and
ends on a
later specified date —
as does our
president —
and if the
of
House
Commons
loses confi- By Dr. Winfield
H. Rose,
dence in him
Guest
(or her), a
Columnist
vote of no
confidence
ends
his
administration on the spot. That
is what happened in May 1940
when Chamberlain was forced
to resign, thereby enabling
Churchill to succeed him immediately.
Today we have a president
whose manifest incompetence
is clear for all the world to
see. The Madisonian system
of separated institutions which
share powers is predicated on
the willingness to recognize
and respect the rights, views.
character and legitimacy of
those with whom you disagree
and to compromise and cooperate with them to achieve the
larger goal of the long-term public good. These are the essential ingredients without which
the system cannot and will not
work. Of all his many responsibilities, it is the president's
primary duty to provide the
leadership needed to make that
system work. He sets the tone;
he is the conductor of the
orchestra. He has the choice
between confrontation and conflict on the one hand or consultation and cooperation on
the other. If there ever was
any doubt before his recent
State of the Union address, it
should now be clear that President Obama has chosen confrontation and conflict. He goes
out of his way not only to
encourage conflict but to create it. In doing so, he has
repudiated the very essence of
American republicanism and
thereby rendered himself unfit
to hold his office. Without, however, a parliamentary system's
no-confidence removal mechaOpinions expressed
nism we are faced with sufdo
page
on the Forum
fering through the remaining
not necessarily reflect
two years of his term regardthe editorial opinion of less of consequences. The 22nd
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The news that ISIS has murdered yet another innocent and
helpless hostage, this time by
burning him alive in a cage;
demonstrates its low regard for
President Obama and his Middle East policy and brings into
clear focus the extremely serious constitutional crisis the
United States now faces. The
burning of our capital city in
the War of 1812, the breakup
of the union in the Civil War
and the economic collapse of
the 1930s were very serious
at the time, but the world was
simpler then. Our enemies in
those times wore the uniforms
of armies and navies fielded
by nation states, communication and transportation were
slow and weapons of mass
destruction that could kill thousands and possibly millions in
an instant did not exist. The
incumbent presidents then were
not able to provide the needed leadership but their successors did and we survived the
crisis.
The closest historical parallel to our present situation is
that of the British in 1940.
Prime Minister Neville Chamberlain had pursued the policy of appeasing Hitler in the
1930s in a vain attempt to
avert war. His pathetic declaration upon returning from
Munich in 1938 was an embarrassment to himself and his government and Hitler's conquest
of Poland, Holland, Belgium,
Luxembourg and France in
1939-1940 proved Chamberlain's folly. Winston Churchill
was there with the good sense
to face reality and the character, intellect and will to lead
his people through the crisis
they faced and he never lied
to his people in doing so.
The Brits had (and still
have) an advantage we do not
have, and that is a parliamentary system of government
wherein the chief executive is
a member of and is chosen
by the legislature for an indefinite term of office. The British
prime minister does not serve
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Finding basketball
For Kentucky basketball, I
guess I hit it at just about the
right time. Now, in Monticello, New York, in the Catskills,
or at the Stone Gym,on Claremont Avenue at West 120th
Street in Harlem, summer basketball clinics and camps had
been going on for a long time,
and guys like Bob Cousy and
Wilt Chamberlain and Easy Ed
Macauley had taught or honed
their skills in the off-season
either in an idyllic mountain
environment or in a hot, innercity gymnasium.
In Kentucky, however, it
was my good fortune to have
been coached by Maurice Forket-, Eddie Ford, and 'Harlan
Peden at Webster County High
School. Coach Ford came to
Webster County after having
played in college at Murray
State University, and after having spent several good years
at tiny Cuba High School in
Graves County, where he
coached Joe Ford and Tommy
Swatzill and other fine players to three consecutive trips
to the final game of the first
region tournament. Joe Ford,
no kin to the coach, would go
on to star at Vanderbilt University, and Swatzill would
play on the freshman team at
Murray State University.
Coach Ford, the father of
Travis Ford, who would later
grow up to be the magnificent point guard at Madisonville

North-Hopkins High School,
took on a promising, but
unheard-of high school program
in Webster County. Of course,
son Travis would play his freshman year at Missouri and then
transfer to the University of
Kentucky to play for Rick Pitino with the Wildcats. Later.
Travis would become a fine
coach with Campbellsville,
Eastern Kentucky University,
the University of Massachusetts, and Oklahoma State University, where Henry lba and
Eddie Sutton had established
a winning tradition before him.
Travis has proven to be up to
the standard of his elite predecessors.
After Coach Ford came to
Dixon,Webster County promptly hired Gene Pendleton as
assistant coach, Coach Ford's
Murray State teammate, who
had played his freshman year
at the University of Tennessee
for Coach Ray Mears. With
Eddie Ford and Gene Pendleton, two Racers alumni, both
having played for Cal Luther
in Murray, the Webster County Trojan faithful looked forward to another year when victories outnumbered defeats.
As a kid, I remember Dale
Williams almost single-handedly fighting off a whole team
of Union County Braves in a
packed Webster County gymnasium in Dixon in 1967 or
1968. I think it was that game
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the
wear
maroon and
one
gold
day. In the
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Watts, havHome and
ing come to
Away
Webster
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County from
Duane Bolin
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County, and
Columnist
his assistant.
Maurice
Forker, who had played collegiately for the Hilltoppers at
Western Kentucky University,
the Trojans had relied on stars
Donnie Todd, Mack Townsend,
and Ronnie Hopper, and in
1971-1972, returning heroes.
Phil Gibson, Paul Austin, Brent
Shelton, and Curnie Dunn gave
Coach Ford a solid foundation
for a winning year.
In my sixth, seventh, and
eighth-grade years at the old
Dixon grade school -- the former Dixon High School before
the consolidation of Dixon,
Sebree, Slaughters. and Clay
high schools into Webster
County High School in 1964
— I lived next door to the
school in "the old Bennett
house,- just one block down
Leiper Street from my father's
drug store on Highway 41-A,

two blocks from the church
that my father pastored as well,
and a thousand miles and a
million years from the reality
of the rest of the world in
those late-1960s. Vietnam-era,
Cold War years. It was not
exactly Mayberry. not exactly
"Leave It to Beaver," either,
but neither was it Woodstock
or the Stonewall Inn.
Yet, even in that protected
Webster County world, I grew
up shy. inhibited, and generally scared to death. We had
moved five times since my
father had graduated from a
theological seminary the year
before we moved to Dixon.
At each of those places, I had
just enough time to make a
friend or two and then leave
them abruptly behind. I think
it was always in the back of
my mind that we might move
again from Dixon at a moment's
notice. But then I found basketball and everything changed,
even though I found enough
to be scared about within the
sport itself. (... to be continued)
Duane Bolin teaches in the
Department of History at Murray State University. Contact
at
Duane
jbolin murraystate.edu
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Same questions, no simple answers for caregivers
Groundhog Day comes and
goes and — regardless of
whether or not the creature's
shadow appears — it seems
as if there are still at least six
more weeks of winter. The
same might be said about the
topics that emerge whenever
a group gathers to discuss the
challenges of caregiving for
the elderly. Inevitably, the questions and concerns always outnumber the answers.
To provide essential information for caregivers, the Murray-Calloway County Endowment for Health Care hosted
its second community forum
last week at the Marshall County Extension Office. The panel
of experts on hand for The
Art of Caregiving included:
William C. "Chip" Adams, a
Murray attorney; Dr. Chris
King, a Murray neurologist;
Kerry Lambert, Murray-Calloway County Hospital chap-,
lain; and Sherri Boyd, MCCH
Hospice coordinator.
caregivers
Twenty-one
attended, and even before the
meeting started, participants
chatted informally about caregiving and its many facets.
For instance, just getting elderly parents to discuss the possibility of appointing a legal
guardian when they are no
longer able to make decisions
for themselves is tricky. Sometimes it is the parents who
wave aside the anxious questions of middle-aged children;
other times it is the grown

kids who cringe when the topic
of a parent's ill health comes
up. "We don't need to talk
about that now," is one of the
stock responses from both sides.
The formal discussion of
caregiving began with attorney Chip Adams talking about
the differences between Durable
Powers of Attorney and Living Wills or Advance Medical
Care Directives. He emphasized the need for pre-planning so elderly parents can
voice their own preferences.
Once a person is unable to
make such decisions, the situation becomes thornier, and
a guardianship proceeding may
be the only way to designate
a legal decision-maker for the
patient.
Discussions of the elderly
invariably lead to the topic of
dementia and how it is diagnosed. Dr. Chris King remarked
that much of his medical practice includes patients with
dementia, as well as those suffering from Parkinson's and
Multiple Sclerosis. The same
day as the forum in Marshall
County, in fact, Dr. King had
treated six such patients.
"Family practitioners are
often in a better position to identify dementia and make a referral." Dr. King explained.
adding, "People with dementia can seem fine unless you
really start to probe."
As parents and loved ones
age and endure poor health,
there are many tough decisions

to make. In
considering
long-term
care for a
loved one,
for example, Chaplain Kerry
Lambert
recommends thoroughly Main Street
assessing By Constance
the needs of
Alexander
patients and Ledger & Times
Columnist
caregivers.
some
In
an
cases,
attorney acts as a mediator
between family members, but
there are other resources available. Lambert often suggests
that families read "The Nursing Home Dilemma: How to
Make One of Love's Toughest Decisions," by Doug Manning to help families plan for
the future.
"A lot of emotion comes
out in these situations," Chip
Adams warned, which is why
he recommends that families
reach agreement in advance,
instead of waiting until there
is a crisis.
When faced with a terminal medical diagnosis, hospice
provides a humane caregiving
alternative for many families,
especially if a patient wants
to die at home or in a homelike setting like the one that
will be available when the
Anna Mae Owen Residential

Hospice House opens up later
this year in Murray.
Hospice coordinator Sherri
Boyd said,"Hospice nurses are
available 24 hours a day." Moreover, hospice keeps in touch
with families at every, phase
of the process, even after a
loved one has died."We develop close relationships," she
declared, "and that helps with
the grieving process.The hour-long discussion in
Benton was almost at an end
when someone asked about
Medicaid, finances, and the
impact on one spouse when
the other one can no longer
live at home.
"It's complicated," Chip
Adams admitted. "Definitive
answers are difficult."
And so it goes. The urgent
questions of family caregivers
have no simple solutions.
The second Art of Caregiving Community Forum is part
of an Arts Access Grant from
the Kentucky Arts Council to
the Murray Calloway County
Endowment for Health Care.
The Kentucky Arts Council is
the state arts agency, which is
supported by state tax dollars
and federal funding from the
National Endowment for the
Arts.
For more information, contact
at
Keith
Travis
ktravis@murrayhospital.org.
Read Main Street online at
www.murrayledgercom. Contact the columnist directly at
constancealexander@rwc.com.
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Christine Lee

Harley T. Emmons

Christine Lee, 60, of Murray, Kentucky, died Sunday, Feb. 8,
2015,at the Jackson Purchase Medical Center, Mayfield, Kentucky.
Funeral services will be Wednesday, Feb. 11,2015, at 10 a.m. at
the J.H. Churchill Funeral Home with Rev. Glynn Orr officiating.
Burial will follow in the Palestine Cemetery.
She was born in Murray on Sept. 4, 1954, to Coy Elton "Pudd"
Lee and Ophie Estel Darnell Lee.
She attended Westside Baptist Church.
She was preceded in death by her parents and two sisters, Marilyn
Newsome and Brenda Lee.
Ms. Lee is survived by a son, Sean David Lee of Murray; a sister,
Carolyn Foy and husband William of Murray; and several nephews.
Online condolences may be left at www.thejhchurchillfuneralhome.com.
The J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.

Harley T. Emmons,84,of Murray, Kentucky,died Sunday,Feb.8,
2015, at the Murray-Calloway County Hospital after a short illness.
A graveside service will be at 2 p.m. Wednesday. Feb. 11,2015 at
Murray Memorial Gardens with Terry Moore officiating. Burial will follow. Visitation will be
Wednesday,Feb. 1 1 ,2015,from 12:30-1:30 p.m. at
the J.H. Churchill Funeral Home.
He was the son of Thomas P. and Sallie B. East
Emmons of Richmond, Kentucky.
He served four years during the Korean War in the U.S. Air Force.
He graduated from Eastern Kentucky University after he was honorably discharged from the service. He taught school for seven
years in eastern Kentucky, Indiana and Cincinnati, Ohio. He then
worked for the social security administration in Kentucky, Florida
and Tennessee and retired from the Lexington office in 1989.
He was preceded in death by his parents, a brother and four sisters.
Mr. Emmons is survived by several nieces and nephews.
Online condolences may be left at www.thejhchurchillfuneralhome.com.
The J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.

NBC suspends Brian Williams
without pay for six months
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By DAVID BAUDER
Associated Press
NEW YORK (AP) - NBC
announced Tuesday that it is
suspending Brian Williams as
"Nightly News" anchor and
managing editor for six months
without pay for misleading the
public about his experiences
covering the Iraq War.
NBC chief executive Steve
Burke said Williams actions
were inexcusable and jeopardized the trust he has built up
with viewers during his decade
as the network's lead anchor. But
he said Williams deserved a second chance.
Williams apologized last week
for saying he was in a helicopter
that was hit by a grenade while
covering the Iraq War in 2003.
Instead, another helicopter flying ahead of his was hit, and
some veterans involved in the
mission called him out on it. The
swift public reaction had put
NBC News on a crisis footing.
NBC News President Deborah
Turness said in a memo that
Williams
"misrepresented"
events that occurred while he
was covering die war.
"It then became clear that on
other occasions Brian had done
the same while telling that story
in other venues," Turness said.
"This was wrong and completely inappropriate for someone in
Brian's position."
Turness said Lester Holt
would continue to substitute for
Williams as anchor.
While NBC News avoids a
backlash from Williams' supporters, the action jeopardizes
the network's competitive position. "Nightly News" has been

atop the ratings dating back to
Tom Brokaw's time in the
anchor chair more than a decade
ago. But ABC's "World News
Tonight," with new anchor
David Muir, has been gaining in
second place, and Scott Pelley
has built a newscast that appeals
to traditionalists at CBS.
Besides veterans angered by
Williams' false story, his initial
apology made him a target of
online ridicule with his claim that
he misremembered key details.
Internet memes jokingly placed
Williams at the scene of other
events including the Last Supper
or the first walk on the moon.
"The penalty is tough, which it
should be," said Bill Wheatley,a
longtime NBC News executive
who now teaches journalism at
Columbia University. "When he
comes back on the air, it will be
up to Brian to demonstrate to his
viewers and colleagues that he
deserves their trust. I believe
that if he works hard and focuses on his journalism, they'll forgive him."
Williams received some key
support in the last 24 hours. Fox
News Channel host Bill
O'Reilly, frequently a critic of
NBC News, suggested on
Jimmy Kimmel's show that
Williams should keep his job
unless more stories come out.
Columnist David Brooks in The
New York Times suggested
there was a need for forgiveness
in instances of wrongdoing.
Jon Stewart, of "The Daily
Show," who has hosted Williams
as a guest 22 times, criticized
Williams for vanity. But he had
sharper words for media outlets
going after Williams.
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Staff Report
"Fhe
Murray
Police
Department says it arrested a
Murray man on child pornography charges Tuesday.
Jeffery D. Carter, 36, was
lodged in the Calloway County
Jail, but police say the investigation is ongoing and more
charges are likely.
MPD detectives began investigating Carter Friday, and used
police databases to obtain a
search warrant.
On Tuesday, the MPD partnered with the Calloway
County Sheriff's Office and
the Kentucky State Police to

By LYNN ELBER
Associated Press
LOS ANGELES (AP) - Jon
Stewart, who turned his biting
and free-wheeling humor into an
unlikely source of news and
analysis for viewers of "The
Daily Show," will leave as host
this year, Comedy Central said
Tuesday.
His departure was announced
by Comedy Central President
Michele Ganeless after Stewart,
host of the show since 1999,
broke the news to the audience at
Tuesday's taping in New York.
"Through his unique voice and
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Photo provided
Sixth-grade girls from Calloway County and Murray Middle schools participate in an earlier
"Girls in Engineering" Day, sponsored by the Institute of Engineering at Murray State
University.

MSU's Girls in Engineering event
scheduled at CCMS this Thursday
Special to the Ledger
The Murray State University
Institute of Engineering will
once again host the annual
"Girls in Engineering" event.
This signature program is set for
Thursday. Feb. 12, with three
session running from 9-9:40
a.m., 10-10:40 a.m. and 12:15-1
p.m. at the Hoke Field House at
Calloway County High School.
More than 160 sixth-grade girls
from Calloway County and
Murray Middle schools will participate in the activity.

THE J.H. CHURCHILL FUNERAL
HOME
Christine Lee,60
Funeral service Weclnesda). Feb. 1 1, 2015 at 10 a.m. Burial to
follow in Palestine Cemetery.
*NO*

Harley T. Emmons,84
Graveside service at 2 p.m. Wednesday, Feb. 11, 2015 at
Murray Memorial Gardens. Burial will follow.

carry out the search of Carter's
residence in Murray. There,
police said, they located
numerous items that are
believed to contain child
pornography images.
Carter is charged with two
counts of possession and viewing matter portraying sexual
performance by a minor. The
MPD and the CCSO each
charged Carter with one count.
HAWKINS TEAGUE / Ledger & Times
The
Calloway
County Murray-Calloway County Community Foundation President
Attorney's Office assisted in the Harold Hurt, left, speaks with Calloway County Humane
investigation.
Society Executive Director Kathy Hodge Tuesday morning.
Individuals facing charges are
presumed innocent until proven
guilty.
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"Girls in Engineering" involves skills, teamwork, quantitative
a competition modeled after the skills of measurement,engineer"Survivor" television show, with ing design and economics, all in
the girls working in teams to pipe a very supportive environment.
water from an "oasis" to their The activity is mentored by
"camps."
female engineering students and
They have to design a PVC pip- faculty, and is fun for the particing system to transport the water ipating middle school student.
around, over and under obstacles.
This marks the 11th year for
The water is then used to turn a the event, which to date has
small generator and light an LED, involved more than 1,500 girls.
illustrating energy conversion and This special day for "girls only"
electricity production.
is designed to encourage them to
In this challenge, the girls consider engineering as an area
learn practical problem-solving of study for future careers.

vision, 'The Daily Show' has
become a cultural touchstone for
millions of fans and an unparalleled platform for political comedy that will endure for years to
come," Ganeless said in a statement.
She called Stewart, 52, a
"comic genius." He will remain
as host until later this year, she
said, but did not specify his exit
date or what led to his decision.
Stewart's influence is seen in
the work of Stephen Colbert,
John Oliver and Larry Wilmore,
who went on to earn shows of
their own. Other "Daily Show"
alumni include Steve Carel!, Ed
Helms, Josh Gad and new
"Saturday Night Live" Weekend
Update anchor Michael Che.
"Shocked & sad to see the man
who gave me my big break on
@TheDailyShow is ready to
hang it up," "Frozen" actor Gad
posted on Twitter.
Stewart leaves a substantial
void for Comedy Central, which
has no heir apparent to replace
him - unless Oliver bolts his
HBO show to return to the fold.
For political junkies who
depended on Stewart for his acumen as well as comic relief, the
2016 presidential election may
be looking bleak.
Reaction was swift from
Stewart's past targets as well as
admirers.
"Just had the honor of being
the great Jon Stewart's guest (on
'The Daily Show'), where he
announced
he's
leaving.
Emotional
night,"
David
Axelrod, former adviser to
President Barack Obama, posted
on Twitter.

Clarification
A story in Tuesday's Ledger &
Times about the Murray Human
Rights Commission meeting mistakenly reported that the commission had withdrawn its recommendation for the time being to the
Murray City Council to pass a new
human nghts ordinance. The commission did not withdraw the recommendation, and instead chose to
table it to bring it back to the council at a later date.
--The Murray Ledger & Times
strives to ensure accurate and fair
reporting; however mistakes occasionally occur. It is the Ledger's
policy to correct errors. To report a
news mistake Of error, please call
753-1916.

From Front
he was "hooked" and wanted to
get one going in Murray and
Calloway County.
Hurt said the foundation incorporated in 2011, but its board
members spent the first year
mostly doing research on the
best ways to make it successful.
He said Dr. Bob Long from
Murray State University put
board members in touch with
other community foundations so
they could learn about all the
things they should and should
not do. He said this effort probably saved the foundation from
making a lot of potential mistakes, and it publicly launched
in the summer of 2011.
The MCCCF has six areas of
focus: Educational attainment,
health awareness, social services,
community arts, children's programs and community improvement. Hurt said there are also
many types of endowments that
can be started through the foundation. One is a donor-assisted
fund, in which the donor or designated advisor is heavily
involved
and
recommends
grants. Another is an unrestricted
fund, which would allow the

MCCCF board to identify needs
in the community and target the
dollars toward them. A field-ofinterest fund is for people who
don't have a specific charity in
mind but might have certain
interests they would like to sup-port in Calloway County. Others
include designated funds for specific organizations, funds to create scholarships in memory of
someone and planned giving,
which can be set up in a person's
will.
Hurt said the foundation is
currently in the middle of its
Create Your Community Legacy
campaign to educate the public
on what foundations can do.
This includes a weekly column
in the Murray Ledger & Times.
Hurt said if the MCCCF can
achieve broad public support, it
could grow a great deal and contribute for many years to come.
He said its affiliated organization,the Community Foundation
of West Kentucky, has $23 million after 19 years.
"If we can get to $25 million in
20 years. then we will be putting
back into the community every
year a million dollars in perpetuity," Hurt said. "That would be a
lot for our non-profits."
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COMMUNITY
DATEBOOK
Angel Alert issued

Datebook

The Calloway County Family Resource
Center is issuing an Angel Alert for a family
with four children who are in need of a three or
four bedroom rental home in the northern pan
of Calloway County. The budget for rent is
between $400-$600 per month. Please contact
the Calloway County Family Resource Center
at 270-762-7333 if you have a property available.

Martha
Emeritus to offer seminar
Finney Andrus,
Emeritus of Murray will sponsor a seminar on
Community
surgeries presented by Jill Asher,director of sureditor
gery at Murray-Calloway County Hospital. This
seminar will be Thursday, Feb. 12, at 3 p.m. in
the activity room of Emeritus and is open to the public. For more
information, call 270-759-1555.

MWC Zeta Department will meet

The Zeta Department of the Murray Woman's Club will meet
Thursday. Feb. 12, at 2 p.m., at the Murray Woman's Club House.
The program will be presented by Sgt. Howe of the Murray Police
Department on "Identity Theft." Members are asked to bring paper
products for the clubhouse. Hostesses will be Cathryn Garrott and
Barbara Erwin.

`Skywarn'class to be presented

Photo provided

VALENTINES FOR VETERANS: The Captain Wendell Oury Chapter of the Daughters of the American Revolution sent 180
Valentines to the Veterans' Medical Center, Marion, Illinois. Under the direction of Linda DeVoss from Calloway County High
School and Sheri Rust from Murray Middle School, 100 of these Valentines were made by students.

ALS Support Group to meet Thursday

Calloway County Public Library
to offer free computer classes
Navy is back! It hasn't been
popular in quite sometime The old
rule of weanng black with navy has
disappeared.
Putting the deepest inky blue with
black looks great on.
The nautical look is also black with
navy being on the fore front, striped
tops and bottoms are also fashionable
this season. Pop it with red, yellow
green fro an eye-catching style
OT
Accessories in these colors also add
pizazz to navy
This season We have navy in just
about every line in some form or
another. fits a refreshing change from
all black.
For your weekend look, try some
of this springs relaxed denim, the
boyfriend ran is everywhere. Pair it
with a romantic top and stacked booties.
you are ready for whatever the weekend
brings
New. Jeans and denim shorts hase
arrived. in all of the styles you love
The oversized sweatshirts from
FD.1 are so very comfonable and a
great throw on with jeans. Handbags
in wonderful spring colors, scarves and
new jewelry base aimed as Well
Don't forget to remember your
special someone for Valentme-s Day
Buy a SI00 gift certificate and we will
and SIO to it for Thursday. Fnday and
Saturday only. The jewelry is also going
to be 30% off all (excluding Brighton)
and winter merchandise is 50-60% off
Congratulations to Mary Ann
Gardner who won the giveaway this
week
Like and share us on Facebook to he
eligible or come in the store. Just a few.
more days to register for the romanui:
weekend giveaway.
Stay tuned to next a-eel's fun and
fashion report...
VOTED MURRAY
, FAVORITE
IADIES
CLOTHING 2014

'75f Sornrrhor¢ For Errryorie Store'
305 South 12th • Murray, KY • 753-7441
WWW.dkkelley.00m

Special to the Ledger
The Calloway County Public
Library will offer computer
classes during the month of
February. All classes are free of
charge, however, pre-registration is required. Class space is
limited and is filled on a firstcome,first-serve basis. To register, contact the library at 270753-2288.
The class schedule is as follows:
• Thursday, Feb. 12, 2:30-4:30
p.m. - Computer Basics for
4
Session
Beginners
(Gmail).
Email
to
Introduction
This session will introduce participants to email accounts, how
to create personal emails, how
to create and send email, how to
attach files to an email, how to
search email, how to move
emails between folders and how
to add contacts.
• Tuesday,Feb. 17, 5-7 p.m. Computer Basics for Beginners
Session - Introduction to
Microsoft Word. This session

will introduce Microsoft Word.
Participants will learn how to
open Microsoft Word and basic
functions. Participants will learn
how to create word document,
save a document, name a document, find a template for different documents such as a resume,
report, memo,letter or any other
business or personal document,
how to customize a document
such as font size, bullets, color
changes and page layout.
• Thursday, Feb. 19,2:30-4:30
p.m. - Computer Basics for
Session
Beginners
Introduction to Microsoft Excel.
This class will introduce participants to Microsoft Excel. The
following MS Excel topics will
be covered: getting started with
Excel, cell basics, modifying
columns,rows and cells,formatting cells, saving, creating simple formulas, worksheet basics,
printing, common tasks in Excel
and creating complex formulas.
Depending on class progression
this may continue into advanced

Murray
Woman's Clinic
is pleased to announce
the addition of
Dr. Stephanie
Hutchison
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Dr. Hutchison is now seeing patients.

Ur
Call today for
an appointment
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inic A 270-753-9300
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www.murraywomansclinic.corn
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The Gov. Beshear ObamaCare Medicaid plan when
fully enacted will cost Ky. Taxpayers 400 million a
year in new taxes! Did you know this? It's time for the
Governor to come clean and stop hiding!
Come hear Dr. Winfield Rose of MSU speak
on "Presidential Government, U.S. Parlimentary
Con's" on the 3rd Monday, I I I
II I Government The Pro's &
County Library on
Calloway
the
at
p.m.
6
16th,
II Feb.
Main St., Murray according to Dan Walker, program

II
11

II
11

chair.
Sponsored by the Concerned Taxpayers of Western
Kentucky.

THE PUBLIC IS INVITED
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The ALS Support Group will meet Thursday, Feb.12, at 6 p.m. in
the Murray-Calloway County Hospital board room. Samantha
Durbin, health promotions and Ban Center RD will be the guest
speaker. For more information, contact Mitzi Cathey at 270-2931748.

Rebate night for Polar Plunge
The Western Kentucky Polar Plunge will be holding a rebate
night at Sirloin Stockade on Thursday, Feb. 12. The Polar Plunge
will be held Saturday,Feb. 21.To register or donate, go to kentuckyplunge.com and also see the Facebook page at Western Kentucky
Polar Plunge.

Ladies Auxiliary VFW plan meeting
Ladies VFW Post 6291 will hold its monthly meeting Thursday,
Feb. 12, at 7 p.m. at the National Guard Armory. An informal meeting with the VFW Post 6291 will be at 6:30 p.m. For more information call Loretta Barrow at 270-489-2436.

Kentucky Lake Flotilla will meet
The U. S. Coast Guard Auxiliary's Kentucky Lake Flotilla will
meet Thursday, Feb. 12, at 7 p.m. at the Caring and Sharing
Building behind and to the left of Glendale Road Church of Christ.
Meetings are open to the public and interested boaters are invited to
attend. Prior to the meeting, those interested are invited to eat at
Sirloin Stockade at 5:30 p.m. For more information call Bill
Husfield, Flotilla Commander, 270-354-9966. or Beale Canon,
270-753-4934.

Dinner theatre changes location
The dinner theatre performances of "Forever Plaid" by the
Playhouse in the Park has announced a change in location. The play
has been relocated to the Playhouse instead of Holmes Restaurant.
The dates will remain the same, Feb. 13 and 14, and Feb. 19-21.
Lisa Cope, executive director of the theatre has confirmed the
change and added that the menu of burgers,fries, baked beans,slaw
and root beer or coke floats will remain the same. Reservations may
still be made through Friday, Feb. 13, for the second week of the
performance, by calling Cope at 270-759-1752.

VFW Post 6291 to meet Thursday

members are eligible to be nominated for the awards after serving two academic years at
State.
Murray
Recommendations from faculty,
students, staff or other interested
professionals will be accepted.
They should be submitted to the
department in which the faculty
member is teaching by Feb. 27.
recommendations
Written
should include information to
support nominations based on
classroom performance,concern
for students and academic advising.
For complete guidelines and a
nomination form, go online at
http://www.murraystate.edu/Lib
raries/Academic_Affairs_Docu
ments/2015_BOR_Guidelines.s
flb.ashx.

given each spring to selected
recipients from each academic
college. Faculty from the
Hutson School of Agriculture,
the school of nursing and health
professions, and the university
libraries will be eligible every
three years through a rotation
cycle. Recipients lead the faculty procession at the May and
December Commencement ceremonies.
All full-time teaching faculty

to our practice.

d

session topics.
• Tuesday, Feb. 24, 5-7 p.m. Computer Basics for Beginners
Session - Microsoft Excel
Advanced. This session will be
continuation of the Microsoft
Excel class. The following features will be covered: creating
complex formulas, working
with basic functions, sorting
data, outlining data, filtering
data, formatting tables, reviewing and sharing workbooks,
using templates, working with
charts, working with sparklines,
using conditional formatting,
creating pivot tables and using
what-if analysis.
• Thursday, Feb. 26, 2:30-4:30
p.m. - Learn how to use your
IPad (must bring personal IPad).
This session will be a beginner's
guide on how to use an !Pad,
basic functions and commands,
installing and managing apps,
security settings, wallpapers and
sounds, notifications, syncing an
'Pad, apps, camera and photos
and more.

Nominations being accepted for MSU Board
of Regents Award for Teaching Excellence
Special to the Ledger
The Murray State University
Faculty Senate has released
guidelines for this year's selection of the Board of Regents
Award for Teaching Excellence.
The awards recognize and commend excellent teaching performance. A $1,000 award and a
certificate of commendation are

The National Weather Service and Calloway County Emergency
Management will be conducting a "Skywarn" weather-spotting
class on Thursday, Feb. 12,at 6:30 p.m. in the auditorium of Mason
Hall at Murray State University. No fees or pre-registration is
required. The class will provide training on understanding severe
weather and how to safely observe and report weather information.
For more information, call Calloway County Emergency
Management Director Bill Call at 270-293-0068 or email
CallowayEM ki)murray-k y.net

VFW Post 6291 will hold its monthly meeting Thursday, Feb. 12,
at 7 p.m. at the National Guard Armory. For more information call
Flenoy Barrow at 270-978-1052.

Writing Support Group to form
If you are a published author, would like to become a published
author, already a published author who is willing to share your
expertise with others and interested in joining a writing support
group that meets once a month, contact Bill Koenecke at doctork@murray-ky.net or notecardrings@gmail.com or call 270-2272309 to obtain more information about such a group.

4-H Careers Club to meet
A new middle and high school 4-H Careers Club will meet at
West KY Mentoring on the second Friday. Feb. 13, and the fourth
Friday. Feb. 27,from 4-5:30 p.m. Groups will have guest speakers,
learn of workforce skills, communication and leadership as well as
take field trips. New members are welcome. Call Ginny Harper or
Suzy Crook for more information at 270-293-1558.

Warming Center remains open
The Murray-Calloway County Warming Center is now open and
will remain open until Sunday. Feb. 22. The free center is located
at St. John's Episcopal Church, 1620 West Main Street and is open
from 6 p.m. until 8 a.m., seven days a week. Those is need are provided with dinner, breakfast and a warm place to sleep. Individuals
and families are welcome, but please no pets. Arrive at the center
by 9 p.m. For more information, call 270-753-1881 during the
hours of 8:30 a.m. until 4:30 p.m.. Monday through Friday.

Al-Anon support group will meet
Al-Anon, a support group for friends and family members of
alcoholics, will meet Monday and Thursday nights from 6:30-7:30
p.m. at University Church of Christ. For more information call
Diana at 270-227-0951 or Belinda at 270-293-5100.

Glorybound to meet Friday
Glorybound Christian Entertainment Ministry will meet Friday.
Sept. 12,from 7-9 p.m. at Goshen United Methodist Church Family
Fellowship Center, Stella. Featured will be The Liberty Boys, Sue
Steers and Eddie Boone. The public is invited. For more information, call Renee Taylor at 270-753-8124 or Pat Leah at 270-2278833.
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Lourdes hospital of Paducah recently presented $20,000 to the St. Mary School System to be
used for improving athletic facilities. Holding the ceremonial check are, from left, Steven
Grinnell, Lourdes president and CEO, Eleanor Spry, St. Mary School System Director, and
Mark Desmond, Lourdes Vice President of Mission Integration.

Spry lauds Lourdes donation to St. Mary
Special to the Ledger
Lourdes hospital of Paducah is pleased to announce a
$20,000 donation to the St. Mary School System.
The money will go toward a scoreboard for the new oncampus girls softball field, as well as signage at the soccer
facility.
"St. Mary is grateful to have this partnership with
Lourdes Hospital, allowing two strong Catholic entities to
support each other's mission," says St. Mary School
System Director Eleanor Spry, who served several years
with the Murray Independent School District before retiring
at the end of the 2012-13 school year. She decided to return
to education when the St. Mary position became available
unexpectedly prior to the 2013-14 school year. "Bringing
the softball team to our campus and enhancing our soccer
facility creates a greater sense of community amongst our
students,families, and our neighbors at Lourdes."
The softball field is now housed on the St. Mary campus.
Previously, the team played at St. John Softball Field.

"We celebrate the ongoing relationship with Lourdes and
St. Mary Schools, both faith-based institutions," says
Steven Grinnell, Lourdes President & CEO."Our donation
is an investment into the community to better serve the students and their families. Lounies is honored to associate our
organization with such academic excellence and Catholic
tradition."
Construction for the field began last summer. More than
7,000 yards of dirt was moved for the new facility.
"As Catholic healthcare and Catholic education are witnesses to the Lord's presence among us and essential to
human flourishing, Lourdes and Mercy Health are happy to
partner with St. Mary School and make this donation to further its mission to empower students academically,encourage self-sacrifice and nurture learners to become a positive
influence on others," says Mark Desmond, Vice President
of Mission Integration.
St. Mary hopes to play its first game on the new field later
this spring.

JOHN WRIGHT/ Ledger & Times

BY THE NUMBERS: Samantha Durbin, registered and licensed dietitian nutritionist at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital, right, discusses waist circumference numbers with Bill
Wells of Murray Friday morning during the annual Love Your Heart screenings activity at
MCCH. Durbin had just obtained Wells circumference and body mass index measurements.
The event attracted 104 people who underwent a variety of heart-related screenings, such as
blood pressure readings, blood draws and others.
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Here's to knowing your heart health. Take a free online
heart assessment now at FindYourHealth.com/heart.
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Footage of 1915 Chicago ship disaster that killed 844 found

The

CHICAGO (AP) — Film clips have surfaced of a 1915 disaster
that left 844 people dead when a ship headed to a company picnic
capsized in the Chicago River.
The first-known footage of the Eastland disaster was spotted by
Jeff Nichols, a doctoral student at the University of Illinois at
Chicago who was looking through seemingly unrelated material on
World War I.
Nichols said he found the clips in Dutch newsreels. Title cards
describing what happened precede them.
"It's as easily recognizable to someone who cares about Chicago
history as the Titanic, so I knew what I had right away," Nichols,
who has lived in Chicago for 20 years, told the Chicago Tribune. "I
knew folks would go,'Wow,' even if they had seen the clip before."
The SS Eastland, which was carrying 2,500 people,turned onto its
side in the Chicago River in July 1915. It was one of five boats chartered that day to take Western Electric workers and their families
and friends across Lake Michigan to a park in Michigan City,
Indiana.
The ship was top-heavy with several lifeboats and rafts, and a
crowd gathered on the port side to watch other boats made the
Eastland even more unbalanced. It rolled over, sending people and
debris flying and trapping passengers in the lower decks, where they
drowned.
One 55-second clip shows first-responders and volunteers walking
on the boat, and a second 30-second clip shows workers trying to
right the ship at least a week later.
Frank Roumen, a collections manager with EYE Film Instituut
Nederland, confirmed in an email sent to The Associated Press that
the footage is in the institute's archives.
Nichols posted links to the clips on the Facebook page of the
Eastland Disaster Historical Society, which later put them on its
website.
"It completely defeats the purpose to hoard the thing," Nichols
said. "It's something that should be shared, and it's easily shared
with lots of folks."
Ted Wachholz, the historical society's chief historian, said photos
of the disaster showed movie cameras on tripods, leading him to
believe footage existed somewhere. Nichols said that after his initial
discovery he found a copy of one of the clips in another museum,
and he guessed that other copies could be out there.
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first-known footage of the Eastland
Chicago who was looking through seemingly unrelated material on World War I.
"These (lost) films are discovered where you'd least expect them,
so it's not a surprise that it was in the Netherlands," Nichols said. "If
it were close at hand, then it would have been discovered a long

time ago."
The last known survivor of the Eastland disaster, 102-year-old
Marion Eichholz, died in November.

French court: $2.1 million in switched baby case
By NICOLAS VAUX-MOIYTAGNY
Associated Press
PARIS (AP) — A French court on Tuesday ordered a private clinic in Cannes to pay 400,000 euros
o
($450,000) each to two 20-year-old girls accidentally switched at birth — part of a 1.88 million-eur
($2.1 million) settlement with both their families.
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Sophie Serrano, who raised Manon,expressed relief Tuesday that the error was at last acknowledg

nonallowing the families to have closure even though the girls years ago chose to remain with their
biological mothers.
"It's a relief. We have waited for this for so long," she said on iTele TV station.
The other family involved in the case has chosen to remain anonymous.
The suit brought in 2010 by the two families also targeted two doctors and the nurse's assistant who
made the error but the court did not convict them.

There are good places
to work. And then there's

HERITAGE BANK!

It's one of the BEST PLACES TO WORK!

5 YEARS RUNNING!
Heritage Bank is thrilled to once again be named
one of the Best Places to Work in Kentucky by the
Kentucky Chamber of Commerce for 2015! We want
to take this opportunity to thank every employee of
Heritage Bank who made this honor possible.

HERITAGEBANK
BANKwithHERITAGE.COM
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By FRANCES D'EMILIO
Associated Press
GROSSETO,Italy (AP) — The failure of Costa
Concordia's captain to promptly order an evacuation of the cruise ship was the sole reason 32 people died, prosecutors said in their final arguments
in court Tuesday.
A verdict in the 19-month-old trial is expected
this week for Francesco Schettino. accused of
causing the Jan. 13, 2012 shipwreck near the
Italian island of Giglio, manslaughter and abandoning ship before all 4200 aboard were evacuated.
Prosecutor Alessandro Leopizzi contended there
would have been time for everyone to survive had
Schettino quickly ordered evacuation after the
Concordia smashed into a reef when he steered
too close to the tiny island near Tuscany. Instead,
it was "each man for himself," Leopizzi said of the
chaotic, delayed evacuation.
Schettino's defense has argued equipment problems complicated evacuation, and that he wanted
to steer the Concordia closer to port.
His lawyers seek acquittal for manslaughter and
abandoning ship. Schettino has said the reef wasn't on his nautical charts.
Co-prosecutor Stefano Pizza described the
defendant's conduct as "reprehensible." He urged
for convictions on all counts and reiterated the

prosecutors' request for a 26-year prison term.
Frenchwoman Anne Deere. who survived the
disaster, was also in court Tuesday.
She recounted how her friend lost her husband
and some survivors developed phobias or can no
longer work. "But Mr. Schettino is fine," Decre
told reporters.
Prosecutor Pizza urged the court to teach
Schettino to accept his responsibility. "All this
time he has wanted to dump his responsibilities"
on others. Pizza said.
Prosecutor Leopizzi noted it took a few hours
before the Concordia rolled over completely on its
side, after seawater rushed through the gashed
hull. Eventually the dramatic listing made it
impossible to lower some lifeboats. Some survivors, with no more space in lifeboats. swam 50
meters (165 feet) to shore; others drowned inside
or outside the ship. Helicopters rescued others
stranded aboard while Schettino was already
ashore.
Lawyers for survivors had a last chance Tuesday
to press the court to award hefty damages to be
paid by Costa Crociere Spa.
The crisis-coordinator and four Costa employees
from the Concordia were allowed to plea bargain
in exchange for lenient sentences. None of them
served prison time.
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The brrrr-fect storm: New England digs out, braces for more

By MARK PRATT and
DENISE UWOIE
Associated Press
BOSTON (AP) — Snow -choked New
England
braced for more winter grief later in the week
as
people dug out from another 2 feet of snow
Tuesday amid below-freezing temperatures
and
stranded Boston commuters scrambled to
find
other ways to get to work.
Officials considered dumping the latest snow by
the truckload into the ocean, and forecasters
warned that more snow is possible Thursday and
again over the weekend.
Here's how the region is coping:
TRAVEL WOES
Boston-area subways, trolleys and commuter
rail trains remained idle Tuesday, with only limited bus service continuing. The Massachusetts Bay
Transportation Authority said it needed the break
to clear snow and ice from tracks and to assess
equipment damaged by the spate of storms. It isn't
clear yet when normal service will resume.
Boston hospitals set up sleeping areas for workers, and police were offering rides to work for
doctors and nurses.
Hundreds of flights were canceled at New
England airports. Officials at Boston's Logan
International Airport said they hoped normal passenger service would resume by midday Tuesday.
Amtrak canceled train service from Brunswick,
Maine, to Boston because of snow removal.
SNOW JOKE: MORE ON THE WAY
After a brief respite Wednesday,forecasters said
much of New England is on track to get more
snow Thursday and into the Friday morning commute, with 3 inches expected in Boston and 6 or
more south of the city.
A much larger storm could dump appreciably
higher amounts Sunday into Monday, but meteo-

Photo / File
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rologists said it was still too early to say how
much. Experts urged people to clear as much
snow as possible from the roofs of homes and
businesses in the meantime to avoid collapses.
TRIALS DELAYED
Two high-profile Massachusetts trials have been
further delayed by the snow. State court officials
said testimony in the murder trial of former New
England Patriots star Aaron Hernandez would not
resume until Wednesday. Jury selection for the
federal trial of Boston Marathon bombing suspect
Dzhokhar Tsarnaev also was called off Tuesday.
FUGITIVE FOOTPRINTS
Footprints in the snow led police to suspects in
the robbery of a bar in Worcester and in a rash of
car break-ins in Framingham.
An employee of the Three G's Sports Bar told
police he was putting money in a bag when a man
jumped over the counter, pushed him to the
ground and grabbed the bag. The suspect fled out
the back door, but police tracked him through the
snow to a nearby apartment and collared him.
Framingham police made a similar arrest, following footprints in the snow to apprehend a man
suspected of several car break-ins Monday morning.
SNOW BABY
A Massachusetts state trooper helped deliver a
baby after the mother went into labor on the way
to the hospital.
The couple was driving to the hospital at about
2:40 a.m. Tuesday just hours after a huge snowstorm when it became apparent that the birth was
imminent. The father stopped the car and called
911. When he noticed a cruiser approaching, he
flashed the lights of his SUV to attract the trooper's attention.
Trooper Patrick Devin assisted in the birth and
wrapped the baby boy in a blanket.

AP Photo / Josh Reynolds

Lee Anderson adds to the pile of snow beside the sidewalk in front of his house in Somervill
e,
Mass., Tuesday, Feb. 10, 2015, as his dog Ace looks on. The latest snowstorm left the
Boston
area with another two feet of snow and forced the MBTA to suspend all rail service for
the day.
LIBERACE'S PIANO
The roof at a Massachusetts music store that's
home to a rhinestone-encrusted grand piano once
owned by Liberace collapsed under the weight of
snow.
Rockland Fire Chief Scott Duffey said a large
section of roof fell into the showroom Tuesday
morning at the Piano Mill. No one was in the

building at the time. Owner Rob Norris said it was
unclear if the Liberace piano was damaged. He
said the Liberace piano has 88,888 rhinestones
and has been appraised at $500,000.
Associated Press writers Bob Salsberg, Steve
LeBlanc, Tracee M. Herbaugh and Philip
Marcelo in Boston contributed to this report.

Price of oil currently on wild ride, but how will it end?

By JONATHAN FAHEY
they're no longer making
AP Energy Writer
money. A closely-watched surNEW YORK (API — The vey by the oil services company
price of oil is on a wild ride, and Baker Hughes shows that the
there is little agreement on number of rigs actively drilling
where it's headed.
for oil fell to 1,140 last week,
After falling nearly 60 percent down 29 percent from a record
from a peak last June, the price high of 1,609 in October.
of oil has now bounced back 19
Oil
companies
have
percent since late January, clos- announced spending cuts in the
ing Monday near $53. Oil has billions of dollars; oil service
fallen or risen by 3 percent or companies have announced laymore on 14 of 26 trading days so offs of thousands of workers.
far this year. By comparison,the
If companies stop drilling new
stock market hasn't had a move wells in North Dakota and
that big in more than three years. Texas. the centers of the U.S. oil
Predicting prices is especially boom, overall U.S. production
tricky now because the oil mar- could fall fast.Output from most
ket has never quite looked likr-of those wells decliffes far more
this. Oil price collapses of the quickly than production from
past were triggered either by more traditional wells. Analysts
plummeting demand or an at Bernstein Research estimate
increase in supplies. This latest that U.S. production declines at
one had both. Production in the 30 percent a year without conU.S. and elsewhere has been ris- stant investment in new wells.
ing, while slower economic
A quick decline in production
growth in China and weak would send prices higher by
economies in Europe and Japan reducing global supplies. At the
means demand for oil isn't same time. demand could be on
growing as much as expected.
the rise. The U.S. economy
As recent trading shows, any seems to be improving rapidly
sign of reduced production and demand for gasoline is
inspires traders to buy oil, and increasing. Global demand may
every new sign of rising sup- also rise somewhat simply
plies sends prices lower. Price because low prices tend to
forecasts for the next year range encourage more consumption.
from $20 a barrel to $75.
If the oil bulls are right, it
"There are many more laps to means prices for transportation
come on this roller coaster." said fuels would rise and the slowJudith Dwarkin,chief economist down in drilling activity in the
at ITG Investment Research.
U.S. would perhaps be shortAs oil bounces up and down, lived.
so will the price of gasoline,
OIL WILL FALL
diesel and other fuels. Almost no
Others say oil production is
one expects a return to the very still rising and demand isn't yet
high prices of the last four years. catching up — a recipe for
so drivers and shippers will con- lower oil prices.
tinue to pay lower prices. It's a
The oil bears argue that there
question of how much less, and are plenty of rigs still working,
for how long.
and they are now focused only
OIL WILL RISE
on the most prolific spots. Also,
Those expecting a quick and oil services companies are
lasting price jump see mounting charging significantly less for
evidence that drillers in the U.S. equipment and expertise. This
are pulling back fast because means oil companies may be
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able to keep oil supplies rising
from already high levels despite
low prices.
The Energy
Department
reported last week that there was
a record 1.18 billion barrels of
oil in storage in the U.S. ITG's
Dwarkin estimates that in the
first half of this year the world
will be producing, on average, 2
million barrels per day more
than it will be consuming.
Analysts at Bank of America
Merrill Lynch say $32 a barrel is
possible. Ed Morse, an analyst
at Citi, called the recent rise in
prices a "head fake" and predicts
oil could plunge into the $20
range, the lowest since 2002.
The bears also don't expect
much increase in demand. Many
developing nations are cutting
back on fuel subsidies, which
means that consumers could be
buying less fuel, not more. And
demand in the U.S. and other
developed nations won't rise
much, they argue. because of
environmental policies and high
fuel taxes.
OIL WILL STAY I
THE SAME
After its recent rise, some
think oil may' already be close to
finding its level.
The International Energy
Agency said in a report Tuesday
that prices will stabilize in a
range "higher than recent lows
but substantially below the
highs of the last three years."
In the past, once production
went off line it took years to
bring it back. Now,the lEA said,
drillers can quickly and easily
tap shale deposits to bring new
oil to market as soon as supplies
fall or demand rises. That should
help keep a lid on prices.
Tom Pugh, an analyst at
Capital Economics, forecasts
that Brent crude, the most
important benchmark for global
crude, will end the year around
$60 a barrel, within $2 of where
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That doesn't mean, however.
that there won't further bumps
along the way. "We wouldn't be

surprised to see more large price
movements before the market
settles down," Pugh wrote.
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MURRAY STATE SOCCER

Groves adds 9 to 2015 soccer roster
and was the third leading scorer with eight goals and six
assists in the outside midfielder position. She was named to
Hamilton County Reporter All-County second team,
the
the
addition
Soccer head coach Jeremy Groves announced
and was a two-time
of nine student-athletes to the Murray State program Tuesday Indiana Coaches All-District team,
Team.
cademic
MI-A
Indiana Coaches
afternoon.
Katie Brooks
This year's class consists of four women from Kentucky,
Forward/marking back
and
Ohio
two from Indiana and one each from Missouri,
Madisonville, Kentucky,
Oklahoma.
Madisonville North Hopkins High School
The recruits, listed alphabetically by last name, are:
Brooks' team was District and Regional Champions,and it
Caroline Ashton
to the Sweet 16 all three seasons. During her senadvanced
Forward/outside midfielder
ior season, the team advanced to the Elite Eight. She earned
Fishers, Indiana
made the All-Region Tournament team her second season.
Guerin Catholic High School, Club FCPride
Brooks scored 22 goals and
During Ashton's 2013 club season, her team was the During her senior campaign,
made the All-District team,
Brooks
assists.
eight
out
dished
Indiana Soccer League Champions, and she was the U16
mention, and she
honorable
All-State
,
All-Region
team
first
was
team
the
leading scorer. During her 2014 campaign,
Award.
Offensive
MRL Champions, US Club National Champions and earned the Lady Maroons
Cori Cain
hie photo Crossroads of America Showcase Champions. She was the
Forward
the
to
walks
leading
U17
(left)
scorer.
Groves
Jeremy
coach
head
Murray State soccer
•See SOCCER, 11A
player
As a Golden Eagle, Ashton was a four-year varsity
sideline with assistant Matt Lodge during a game Oct. 10, 2014.

PREP BASKETBALL

CCHS girls,
boys sweep
Carlisle County
By EDWARD MARLOWE
Lead Sports Writer
The Lady Lakers moved to 6-20
Tuesday night with a gritty 60-56 road
win over the Lady Comets, while the
Lakers snagged their 23rd win of the season after beating Carlisle County 59-42
in.the first game of the doubleheader.
Parker Adams had a double-double
with 20 points and 10 rebounds and
Connor Wagner also had 18 for the
Lakers, as they held a 32-16 halftime
lead and never looked back.
Skyler Hunter also turned a big eightpoint, 15-rebound game for the
Lakers.. as Calloway County outrebounded Carlisle County 42-21 in the contest.
Clay Smotherman had seven, Wade
Carter had four and Hunter Smith added
a basket for the final scoring.
The Lakers shot 48 percent from inside
the arc and 8-for-17 from downtown
while holding the Rockets to 29 percent
shooting near the basket.
Trey Carrico had 10 points to lead
Carlisle County.
The Lady Lakers held a slim 29-22
advantage and held on against the Lady
Comets behind 13 points from Alicia
Hombuckle, 11 points from Danielle
Potts and 10 from Alex Arnett.
Kelsey Douglas added seven and
Keeley Puckett had five for Calloway
County, who shot 40 percent from the
floor while holding Carlisle County to 26
percent from the floor on the night.
The Lady Lakers outrebounded the
Lady Comets 38-34 and finished 16-for25(64 percent) from the charity stripe._
Heaven Hooper had 16 and Taylor
Carrico had 15 to lead the Lady Comets.
Both the Lakers and Lady Letters travel to Marshall County Friday for the final
doubleheader and district matchup.

By EDWARD MARLOWE
Lead Sports Writer

GERALD HERBERT / AP photo
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UK survives again, beating LSU 71-69
By BRETT MARTELL
AP Sports Write(
BATON ROUGE, La.(AP) — Frustrated by the way his
undefeated Kentucky Wildcats were playing, coach John
Calipari started fist-pumping facetiously after LSU baskets and
told his players he hoped they'd lose,
They almost did.
But Karl-Anthony Towns redeemed himself after drawing a
technical foul — and the ire of his coach — for hanging on the
basket. His go-head jump hook with 1:30 left and clutch offensive rebound in the final minute helped No. 1 Kentucky hold
off the Tigers,71-69 on Tuesday night.

"I'm proud of Karl because he came back and grew up,"
Calipari said. "Now I doubt — ever in his life — will he chinup on a basket,ever again. But that's why I looked like an idiot
on the sideline and why I refused to call timeout. I even said,'I
hope we lose. Watch this!'"
Calipari explained that he wanted to make sure his team won't
lose elimination games in March over senseless fouls, so even
as his assistants pleaded with him to call timeout, he just
watched and joined in the ear-ringing frenzy at the sold out Pete
Maravich Assembly Center during a stunning 21-2 LSU run
that gave the Tigers a 66-60 lead.
"I'm not worried about losing," at this point of the season,said
•See WILDCATS, tiA

After six years at the helm of Laker
soccer, head coach Brandon Morris has
officially resigned.
Certainly a tough decision for the
longtime Calloway County skipper,
Morris was originally a business major
at Murray State University - and as
such has accepted a position within the
Louisville City FC through the United
Soccer League (USL).
A 2002 Calloway grade, Morris
said he always wanted to be involved
with the business part of soccer operations - orders, itineraries, scheduling,
equipment and the like. Following his
graduation from MSU, he had a brief
stint in Tampa, Florida through youth
soccer in the USL, but left the organization in good standing before returning to west Kentucky in 2008 to be
with family and take on Laker soccer.
It was his previous connection with
USL, he said, that provided a new
opportunity to return to soccer operations.
Morris and the Lakers went 5-12-2
during his inaugural 2009 season - losing to Murray 3-1 in the 2nd District
tournament.
From then on, the Lakers have finished fifth or better in the region -compiling a 58-32-6 overall record,42-255 regional record and 30-20-2 district
record under Morris' tenure.
Calloway County played for the district championship twice in that span losing to Marshall County in 2010 and
•See MORRIS, 11A

NASHVILLE PREDATORS

ST. LOUIS RAMS
PREP BASKETBALL

Murray wins
19th, drops
Hickman Co.
Up 35-16 at halftime, Murray (19-8)
never let up, as the Tigers downed
Hickman County on the road Tuesday
night 69-54.
Preston English led the way with 13
points (including two 3s), Tedrick
Hughes returned to action with 10
points and four rebounds, Duane Curtis
chipped in 10 points,four rebounds and
three assists and Zach Flener pitched in
II points and two steals in a balanced
attack for Murray.
James Boone also had nine points and
five rebounds.
The Tigers were 12-of-17 from the
charity stripe and 2I-of-36 from inside
the arc, but just 5-of-16 from downtown for a team that normally shoots
around 40 percent from the three.
Murray outrebounded the Falcons 3722. The Tigers next host Caldwell
County Saturday night in Taylor
the
of
part
as
Gymnasium
Day
Valentine's
Bank
nce
Independe
Shootout. Tipoff is set for 7 p.m.

By JIM DIAMOND
Associated Press

JEFF ROBERSON AP photo
during a news conspeaks
Nixon
Jay
Gov.
Missouri
ference at the proposed site of a new NFL stadium
along the riverfront In St. Louis.

New stadium could keep
Rams stationed in St. Louis
By R.& FALLSTROM
AP Sports Writer
ST. LOUIS (AP) — Missouri Gov. Jay Nixon announced
deals with a power company and railroad Tuesday that he
said represent "concrete progress" in plans to build a riverfront stadium that could help St. Louis remain an NFL city.
Nixon held an outdoor news conference in near-freezing
temperatures along with leaders of Arneren Missouri and
Terminal Railroad Association at the proposed site for the
64A00-seat, open-air stadium that would replace the Edward
Jones Dome,now 20 years old. Ameren would relocate transmission towers and the railroad would move tracks out of the
stadium footprint, which Nixon said was mostly vacant lots
•See RAMS, 11A

NASHVII.I F, Term. (AP) —
In a matchup of two of the top
teams in the NHL, James Neal
and the Nashville Predators needed overtime to come out on top.
Neal scored at 4:27 of the extra
period to give the Predators a 3-2
victory over the Tampa Bay
Lightning on Tuesday night.
Seth Jones and Taylor Beck
also scored for Nashville, which
has won three straight and five of
its past six. The Predators have
an NHL-best 78 points.
"I think our guys,certainly they
know the standings,they read the
standings where everybody is at
in the league," Nashville coach
Peter Laviolette said. "We've
talked about our place in life for
a long time and always trying to
fight for it and stay with where
we're at.
"Somebody is always going to
try to take something from you,so
we have to keep fighting for it."
Brett Connolly and Nikita
Kucherov had the goals for
Tampa Bay. which has lost two
of three. They lead the Eastern
Conference with 74 points.

MARK HUMPHREY / AP photo
Nashville Predators left wing James Neal (18) scores the
game-winning goal against the Tampa Bay Lightning.
Jones opened the scoring at
With time winding down in
of the second period.
8:31
Lightning
overtime. Neal beat
the right faceoff dot.
From
y
Vasilevski
Andrei
goaltender
a shot high to the
snapped
Jones
wrist
a
with
pads
the
between
stick side of Vasilevskiy. The
shot from the left circle.
"At that point,I'm trying to get to puck entered the net quickly and
the net as quickly as possible and bounced out and was originally
I'm not worried about the clock," called no goal on the ice. A video
Neal said. "(Roman) Josi made a review reversed the call and gave
great play up the middle to spring Jones credit for his sixth goal of
me and threw it up with a bit of the season
•See PREDATORS, 11 A
speed there and I got it off quick."
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From Page 10A
Nobless ille, Indiana
Noblesville High School, Club FC Pride.
During her season with the FC Pride, the
team was the U.S Soccer National
Champions. Cain's senior season, the team
was ranked in the top five in state rankings
and Top 25 in national rankings. She was
named to the Indiana Coaches All-State
team, was a ISCA Top Team Player and was
named to the Fall All-American list by
TopDrawerSoccer.com.
Rachel Goatee
Defender/midfielder
Madisonville, Kentucky,
Madisonville North Hopkins High School
Gootee was named Defender of the Year
during the 2012 and 2013 season. She was
named a member of a defensive line that
was top five in KHSAA in 2012. After having 15 goals on the year, Gootee was
named to the All-District team, All-Region
Tournament team and All-Region second
team. Her senior season, she was named to
All-District team, All-District
the
Academic team, All-Region first team AllState Honorable Mention and Midfield of
the Year.
Bailey Lankster
Defender
Lexington, Kentucky
Tates Creek High School

During her three seasons, the team was
region champions twice. The team won the
state champions during her first season and
was a state semifinalist her second season.
She was named to the Fayette County
Spectacular All-Tournament team, Lady
Knights Challenge Cup All-Tournament
Team and the Lexington Herald Leader AllCity Team.
Lauren Nosal
Defender
St. Peters, Missouri
Francis Howell Central, club soccer
During her two seasons as a Spartan, the
team was second in District both years.
Nosal was named to the second team AllConference after she had two goals and four
shut-outs. During her years playing club
soccer, Nodal had 31 shut-outs and was
ranked second in the state of Missouri. Her
club team was Rush Tournament Champions
and Missouri State quarterfinalists two
years, and it was the Memphis Adidas Wolf
Classic Champions.
Christin Poole
Forward/attacking midfielder
Henderson, Kentucky
Henderson County High School
All four seasons, Poole's team was District
Champions. She was named All-District and
Academic All-State all four years, as well as
All-Region first team three years. Poole was

named Top Offensive Player her freshman
season after scoring 16 goals along with
having 18 assists. During her sophomore
season. Poole scored 17 goals and dished out
17 assists to earn the Most Valuable Player
award. She was named Most Valuable
Player and MI-State Honorable Mention
during her junior campaign when she scored
25 goals and had 20 assists. During her last
season with the Colonels, Poole broke the
all-time leading goals scored record with 28
goals to go along with 16 assists to earn
another Most Valuable Player honor.
Klasleigh Robb
Forward/midfielder
Norman,Oklahoma
Norman High School.
During Robb's sophomore year, she was
named Defensive Player of the Year. In
2014, she scored the winning goal that
pushed the Tigers into the playoff bracket.
During her junior season, Robb posted nine
goals, 18 assists, and five penalty kicks.
Alex Steigerwald
Goalkeeper
West Chester, Ohio
Lakota East High School Thunderhawks
Steigerwald was named second team AllConference after both the 2013 and 2014
season. She was a team captain during the
2014 season.
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NBA dance
EASTERN CONFERENCE
W
LPc* GB
0-Allents
43 10 811
d-Tororao
35 17 673 714
ii-Chicago
33 20 623
10
Washington
33 20 623
10
Cteveland
32 21.804
11
lAitwaukee
29 23 558 13*
Merril
22 29 431
20
Co
22 30 423 2014
Brooidyn
21 31 404 2114
Debort
21 32 396
22
Boston
19 31 380 2214
Indiana
20 33 377
23
Orlando
16 39 291
28
Philadelphia
12 41 228
31
New York
10 42 192 3214
WESTERN CONFERENCE
W
LPct GB
d-Golden State
41
9 820
—
d-Memphis
39 13,750
3
Houston
36 16.692
6
d-Portland
35 17.673
7
Datas
35 19 648
8
LA. Clippers
34 19 642 814
San Antonio
33 19.635
9
Phoenor
29 25 537
14

New Orleans
Oklahoma City
Drawer
Utah
Sacramento
LA Laken
Minnesota

27
27
19
19
18
13
11

25 519
15
25 519
15
33 365
23
33 365
23
33 353 2314
38 255 2814
41 212
31

Theitday's Games
Detroit 106, Charlotte 78
liouston 127. Phoenix 118
CWego 104, Sacramento 86
Memphis 95, Brooldyn 88
Deriver at L & Laken, 10:30 p m
Wedneedey's Games
New York at Orlando, 7 p.m
Washington at Toronto, 7:30 p.m
San Antorvo at Detroit 730 p m
Atlanta at Boston, 730 pm
Indiana at New Orleans. 8 p m
Memphis at Oklahoma CAty, 8 p.m
Sacramento at Ntinvaukee, 8 p.m
Golden State at Minnesota, 8p m
'Alamo at Cleveland. 8 p.m.
Utah at Dallas. 830 p.m.
LA. Litters at Portland, 10 p.m.
Houston at LA Clippers, 10:30 p.m
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From Page 10A
Calipari, whose team improved to
24-0, and
11-0 in the
Southeastern Conference. "This
is about us getting better."
As the Tigers stormed in
front, Towns squirmed uncomfortably on the Kentucky
bench, momentary regretting
his lack of discipline.
"It was a momentum changer. I
can't be doing that," said Towns,
who finished with 12 points and
13 rebounds. "During moments
like that you think about your
brothers and how much they've
given you. You give everything
back. I was more than happy to
repay my brothers efforts."
It was only narrowly enough.
LSU guard Keith Hornsby had a
shot to win it in the final seconds,
but his off-balance 3 bounced off
the outside of the rim.
Willie Cauley-Stein scored 15
points for the Wildcats, who can
tie a schotatiati!cord for the best
start to a soa.lon by winning at
home on Saturday against South
Carolina. Devin Booker added 14
and Andrew Harrison had 13 for
the Wildcats.
Jarell Martin had 21 points and
11 rebounds for LSU (17-7,6-5).
while Hornsby scored 17 points.

Early in the second half, LSU
appeared to be struggling with
Kentucky's height, with CauleyStein dunking twice within a fet.
possessions as the Wildcats built
a 10-point lead. Harrison then
drained a 3 to give the Wildcats
their largest lead at 58-45 with
12:46 to go.
LSU called timeout, and
responded with its big run, starting with a 3 by Josh Gray.
Hornsby scored eight points during the surge, including a 3 and a
fast-break layup off of CauleyStein's turnover that capped the
run and put LSU up 66-60.
"We've battled through some
tough games this year and put
ourselves in position to have a
shot to win it late," LSU coach
Johnny Jones said. "If you play
that way throughout, sonic good
things can happen for you. Were
constantly growing, and 1 feel
like we took some positive steps
tonight. Unt
we just
came tralittl
•.
T1P-INS
Kentucky: Trey Lyles made his
return from a three-game absence
because of an illness. The 6-foot10 forward played 18 minutes
and finished with four points and
three rebounds. ... Kentucky has

now won eight of the last nine
meetings, with the lone loss to
LSU coming last February in
Baton Rouge.
LSU: Mickey now has 85
blocked shots this season with
seven regular season games left.
He blocked 106 shots last season.
DEAF DOME
Attendance was announced at
13,111 in the Pete Maravich
Assembly Center, the largest
crowd since the 2008-09 season,
when the Tigers sold out four
times on the way to their last
NCAA tournament appearance.
When LSU opened up an early
10-2 lead, forcing Calipari to call
timeout, the crowd was howling
and retractable sections of the
grandstand were shaking.
DAVIS VISIT
New Orleans Pelicans MI-Star
Anthony Davis, who won a
national title with the Wildcats in
2012, sat just behind the
Kentucky
bench, .wearing
Kentucky blue baskerb
e:khoes
and a gray and blu
hirt.
Afterward he stood outside the
locker room,offering congratulatory hugs to current players and
chatting with Calipari, who
thanked Davis for a text marking
his 56th birthday.

Connolly got the Lightning on
the board at 1:20 of the third.
Valtteri Filppula's shot from the
slot hit the left post, but Connolly
was directly in front of Nashville
goaltender Pekka Rinne and converted the rebound. Rinne finished with 30 saves.
"Playoffs are going to be those
kind of teams every single night,"
Connolly said. We're playing a
lot of good teams this month, so
we've got to be ready."
Kucherov evened the game at 2
at 7:50 of the third with a baseball swing at a loose puck from
the low slot.
"Well, down 2-0 in arguably

the hardest place to play if you're
going record-wise in the league
against the team with the most
points in the league," Lightning
coach Jon Cooper said. "You're
down two-zip and you eke a
point out of it,so you can't be displeased with that."
Notes: Nashville D Victor
Bartley played in his 100th NHL
game. Nashville C Cohn Wilson
missed his second consecutive
game with an upper-body injury.
Filppula has four points in his
past two games.... Tampa Bay is
1-15-2 when trailing after two
periods this season.

The memo emphasizes that the
league, not a single team, controls when and where a move
can take place. Any decision to
bring an NFL team to Southern
California would require multiple steps and approvals from
NFL owners. The memo does
not refer to the Rams, the San
Diego Chargers or the Oakland
Raiders, which have been considering a move.
Los Angeles. the nation's second-largest market, has been
without an NFL team since 1995
when the Raiders moved back to
Oakland and the Rams moved
from Anaheim to St. Louis.
Under terms of a 30-year
agreement reached in 1995, the
Rams had the ability to convert
its dome lease to annual terms if
the facility was not deemed
among the top 25 percent of
NFL stadiums based on various
criteria. The city's Convention
and Visitors Commission, which
operates the dome, proposed a
new glass addition, outdoor terraces and a new scoreboard,
improvements of less than $200
pillion, with the Rams picking
up half of the cost. The Rams
countered with a more elaborate
and expensive plan featuring a
sliding roof that city officials
said would cost at least $700
million.

St. Louis officials are working
directly with the NFL in efforts
to keep football in the nation's
20th-largest market. Kroenke,
who bought the team in 2010,
has repeatedly declined comment.
"I've not personally spoken
with Stan, although there's been
a great deal of contact between
all parties on this," Nixon said.
If the team moves, Nixon said
it would cost the state about $10
million in annual income tax
revenue paid by NFL players.
Officials appointed by Nixon to
pursue a stadium deal did not
attend the news conference
because they were meeting with
the league.
Nixon said he hopes to have a
financing plan in place by this
fall.
"I'm not going to handicap this
other than to say that if we do
nothing, then we're not an NFL
city," Nixon said. "If we do
nothing, people will stand here
10 years from now and it will
look exactly like it looks like
right (now).This is our chance."
The city is hopeful a new stadium also would attract an MLS
expansion franchise.
"It's in a demographic that is
growing dramatically." Nixon
said. "I'm convinced the MLS is
going to continue to grow."
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2012 before falling in the first
round of the regional tournament to Lone Oak and Heath.
After his first season, Morris
said consistency played the
biggest factor in continued success, as the Lakers won 10 or
more games for five consecutive
years.
"I came in and said I was
going to be here a little while,"
Morris remembers. "I knew the
history of the program, and 1
think that showed me how to
motivate them. The kids fell in
line and knew how to play, so I
just taught kids how to play soccer. I never really worried about
positions or things like that - I
just wanted kids to learn the
game so I could put them anywhere and we had that depth.
"Luckily, it worked out, and I
give a lot of credit to my players. 1 had good players every
yearood they listened."
Morris said he realized things
were going to be fine at
Calloway County during his
second season during 2010 -

one,in which,the Lakers led the
region in wins(14)and made the
regional tournament for just the
third time in school history.
Despite losing in the first
round to Lone Oak, Morris said
he knew then he was doing right
by his players and by Laker athletics.
At the start, Calloway soccer
averaged around 26 players per
season from top to bottom. Now,
the program boasts almost 40
students eager to take the pitch
for the Lakers,and Morris said it
will be interesting to see just
how good Calloway can be over
the next three to four years with
the upcoming youth and raw talent on the books.
"I had big goals coming in
because we had never won a district title," he said. "We've still
never done it. I think, this group,
they'll do it. I think they'll win
the region in the next three
year?; This group coming
up...they know how to win and
have been doing it for awhile
now."
Calloway County Athletic

Director Greg Butler confirmed
the resignation Tuesday morning,and jokingly admitted it was
"unfortunate" he would have to
turn down his new offer in
Louisville to stay in Murray.
"He's been very successful."
Butler added. "The difficult
thing for Brandon was that he
had to consider that our brightest
years are coming ahead of us.
We've got a young class already
playing major roles at the varsity level, and now we're looking
at even bettering the program."
Butler said the job will be
posted as soon as possible, while
noting the search will not be
limited based on any certain criteria.
"A lot of people know what we
have coming up," he added.
"Word of mouth alone should
advertise (this) very well, and
we'll evaluate further.. but these
kids are worth way too much to
limit any capabilities."
Morris' first day at his new job
is next Monday.

•Predators...
From Page 10A
"I saw it go in," Jones said. "I
saw the net move."
After being recalled earlier in
the day from Milwaukee of the
AHL,Viktor Stalberg had the primary assist on Jones' goal.
Jones has points in five consecutive games.
Beck doubled the Nashville
lead at 12:47 of the second.
From above the left circle, Paul
Gaustad's shot hit the right post,
but Beck was in front to convert
the rebound.
Beck's goal was his first since
Dec. 23.
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and empty buildings in a blighted area just north of the dome.
Nixon said the cost of the
move for Ameren would be just
under $20 million and for the
railroad $3 million.
"This is a historic opportunity
to bring hundreds of millions of
dollars in private investment to
this area, build an iconic stadium fnd transform these deserted
Sti:eet,s into a thriving destinadon!"'Nixon said.
The Rams informed officials
earlier this month that they were
going to a year-to-year lease,
clearing the way for a potential
move. Billionaire team owner
Stan Kroenke is part of a joint
venture that announced plans
earlier this month for an 80,000seat stadium in the Los Angeles
suburbs.
Any move would be subject to
approval by the NFL and its
owners. The NFL has said no
moves would be made in time
but
season,for
next
Commissioner Roger Goodell
has established an internal coin—
mince to review stadium options
in Los Angeles and coordinate
any possible move to Southern
California, according to a league
memo obtained Monday by The
Associated Press.

It's one of the BEST PLACES TO WORK!

5 YEARS RUNNING!
Heritage Bank is thrilled to once again be named
one of the Best Places to Work in Kentucky by the
Kentucky Chamber of Commerce for 2015! We want
to take this opportunity to thank every employee of
Heritage Bank who made this honor possible.

HERITAGEBANK
BANKwithHERITAGE.COM
MEMBER FDIC
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MURRAY STATE
11-14
11-17
11-22
11-24
12-3
12-6
12-13
12-17
12-20
12-22
12-28
1-1
1-3
1-7
1-10
1-15
1-17
1-22
1-24
1-29
1-31
2-7
2-12
2-14
2-19
2-21
2-26

Harris-Stowe
IPFW
74-71
at Portland
75-53
at Portland State
90-87
SKI Carbondale
L 711-67
at Central Michigan L 94-81
at Saint Louis
L 67-61
at Campbell
L 70-65
Milwaukee
W 61-56
Chicago State
W 63-38
R. Morris-Spring. W104-56
Jacksonville State W 73-57
Tennessee Tech W 85-62
at Belmont
L 73-69
Tennessee State W 45-38
at Morehead State L 91-63
at Eastern Kentucky L 78-62
Austin Peay
W 69-65
Murray State
L 60-54
at SEMO
W 75-61
at Eastern Illinois L 57-54
at UT Martin
L 64-59
at Murray State
7 p.m
Eastern Illinois
7 p.m.
SEMO
7 p.m.
UT Martin
7 p.m.
7 pm.
at Austin Peay

ROSTER
No.
0
1
2
3
4
5
13
23
24
30
32
45

Player
P
Michael ChandlerF
Kris Davis
G
Maurice Wittz
G
Keaton Jackson F
C.J Carr
G
G. Fiorentinos
F
Jake Newton
F
Rozell Nunn
G
Jalen Henry
F
Michael Messer G
Donivine StewarIG
Keenan SimmonsF

CI. Ht. Wt.
Jr. 6-8 205
Sr. 6-2 190
Sr. 6-2 190
Sr. 6-10220
Fr. 5-7 145
Jr. 6-10225
Jr. 6-6 200
Sr. 6-4 205
Fr. 6-8 220
Sr. 6-6 215
Jr. 6-0 195
Fr, 6-6 185

STATISTICS
Player
Pt.
DAVIS, K
14.8
DONIVINE, S. 9.7
NUNN, R.
8.4
JACKSON, K. 8.0
MESSER, M.
7.2
CARR, C.J.
5.4
WILTZ, M.
4.8
NEWTON, J.
4.5
SIMMONS. K. 3.7
FIORENTNOS. G.2.6
HENRY, J.
2.5
CHANGLER. M. 0.9

Rob
37
4.1
5.1
6.4
3.1
1.9
1.4
1.7
1.9
2.0
1.5
1.4

Ast TO BI Sti
31 49 2 22
88 38 1 31
28 41 0 19
11 34 44 5
19 34 2 16
49 35 0 17
19 14 1 10
15 26 11 11
1 3 12 0
7 13 3 8
1 7 8 0
2 6 222

By RYAN RICHARDSON
Sports Writer
Twenty-five days remain until
championship Saturday in
Nashville, Tennessee.
Murray State head coach
Steve Prawn knows that.
He also knows there's more to
do before the Ohio Valley
Conference tournament final on
March 7 rolls around.
"We've got to make one mote
30 day push of getting better and
getting our team better," Prohm
said. "I think these guys understand that, and they're ready to
do it. Before all that's said and
done, we want to hang a banner
and win a regular season conference tournament, then go from
there and see how far we can go."
Five games remain on the season, but the Racers can potentially
clinch the regular season championship by the end of the week.
With wins at home Thursday
against SIU Edwardsville and
on the road Saturday at
Southeast Missouri, Murray
State (21-4, 11-0 OVC) would
put themselves out of reach of
all but one team.
Only UT Martin (15-8, 7-3
OVC)could then catch up, but a
single loss would eliminate the
Skyhawks from title contention.
Even with a current three-anda-half game lead, though, the
Racers can't slow down.
"There's no room for error,"
Prohm said. "We've got a lot
still to play for. We've got to try
to get our 12th conference win
Thursday. That's it. It's no more
than that. We've got to try to
keep our lead like we've got it."
As season's end draws ever
nearer, the team's philosophy
only grows stronger.
Five games remain,but the only
one that matters it the next one.

"We've got to go 1-0 today,"
they'll say.
Because if they win each day,
they'll be where they need to be
at the end.
They'll have won the conference convincingly and will hold a
comfortable No. 1 seed heading
into the conference tournament.
To get there,they've got to keep
driving the piling.
"We do have to clean some
things up," Prolun said. "We're
not a perfect product, but our
team's perfect right now in conference, and so that's a positive."
After taking down Austin Peay
on the road Saturday, the Racers
improved to 11-0 in conference
play, completing a clean sweep
by beating each team in the OVC.
Now, Murray State will go a
second round with the other five
teams of the West division, starting with a 7 p.m. home game
Thursday against the Cougars.
When the teams met Jan. 24,
the Racers had arguably the
worst game since beginning
their current win streak, yet a
strong stand in the final two
minutes helped them oust
SIUE 60-54.
Going by this season's record,
the game between the two in
Edwardsville. Illinois, was the
better chance for the Cougars to
upset Murray State.
Overall, SIUE (9-13, 5-6
OVC) has posted an 8-3 record
on its home court, while the
team stumbled to a 1-10 record
on the road. Their lone win
away from the Vadalabene
Center came Jan. 29 at SEMO.
Murray State, meanwhile, has
largely dominated both at home
and on the road.
After a narrow 77-74 loss to
Houston at home to start the season,the Racers have won 11 in a
row at the CFSB Center.

KYSER LOUGH / For the Ledger

Murray State's Jonathan Fairell pulls down a rebound In
second half of Saturday's win at Austin Peay.
They've also won nine in a row
on the road, tied for the longest
streak in the country.
*As at Feb. 10
The success has propelled
them to a 19-game win streak,
OVC (All)
second only to Kentucky's 24 But
games in a row.
Morehead State
7-4 (12-14)
A win Thursday would put the
Belmont
7-4 (15-9)
Racers one victory away from
Eastern Kentucky 6-4 (14-9)
tying the second-longest win
Tennessee Tech
3-8 (11-13)
streak in OVC history (Western Tennessee State
2-8 (5-20)
Kentucky had 21 games twice).
Jacksonville State 2-9 (9-17)
While Murray State statisticalWest
Murray State
ly outpaces the Cougars in
11-0 (21-4)
UT Martin
7-3 (15-8)
almost every category, Prohm
Eastern Illinois
7-4 (14-10)
said SIUE will still be a tough
SEMO
5-6 (11-13)
opponent.
5-6 (9-13)
"They make shots," he said. SIUE
Austin Peay
2-8 (7-17)
"They've got size up front. It's
been a tough matchup for us in few remain.
the past couple years."
"There are still five games to
Prohm also doesn't look at play,- Prohm said. "We take
Thursday's game as a chance to them one at a time. The run is
win 20 in a row.
great, but I think it's something
Per usual, it's the only game we look back on at the end. We
on his radar. Winning a champi- want to win a conference chamonship means winning each pionship, but we haven't done
game as it comes, no matter how that yet."
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11-14
11-18
11-20
11-24
11-28
11-29
11-30
12-3
12-6
12-13
12-17
12-20
12-22
12-30
1-3
1-8
1-11
1-15
1-17
1-22
1-24
1-29
1-31
2-5
2-7
2;12
2-14
2-21
2-26
2-28

77-74
Houston
68-49
at MTSU
89-56
Brescia
at Xavier
89-62
61-64
Portland
Valparaiso
93-58
Drake
68-59
Bethel
102-66
Western Kentucky W 93-81
at Evansville
81-79
Alcorn State
94-56
Illinois State
89-77
at Southern Illinois W 83-71
Alabama A&M
W 76-39
at Morehead State W 66-57
at Tennessee Tech W 83-67
at Jacksonville St W 84-57
Belmont
92-77
Tennessee State W 91-72
at Eastern Illinois W 77-62
60-54
at SIUE
Eastern Kentucky W 85-78
UT Martin
65-62
SEMO
82-72
W 82-72
at Austin Peay
7 p.m.
SIUE
7 p.m.
at SEMO
1 p.m.
Austin Peay
7 p.m.
Eastern Illinois
6p m
at UT Martin

ROSTER
No.
0
1
2
4
12
14
22
23
24
31
33
34

Player
P
Wayne Langston F
Cam Payne
G
Jonathan Fairell F
Jarvis Williams F
Tyler Rambo
F
Jeff Martin
G
T.J Sapp
G
Justin Seymour G
Kednck Flomo G
Jeffery Moss
F
Gee McGhee
F
Terron Gilmore F

CI. Ht. Wt.
Jr. 6-7225
So.6-21 80
Sr 6-7 265
Sr. 6-8 215
Jr. 6-5 220
So. 5-11 155
Sr. 6-3 190
So. 6-3 210
Fr. 6-1 180
Jr. 6-4 188
Jr. 6-4 210
Jr. 6-7 230

STATISTICS
Pt.
Mayer
19.4
PAYNE, C.
WILLIAMS,.). 15.8
SAPP. T.J.
11.8
10.7
MOSS, J.
SEYMOUR, J 8.3
FAIRELL, J.
5.0
RAMBO.T.
3.9
LANGSTON. W. 2.1
FLOMO, K.
1.4
GILMORE. T.
1.3
MARTIN, J
10

Rob
35
8.4
2.9
4.1
2.4
6.8
1.7
2.7
1.1
1.5
01

Ast
145
24
68
57
12
19
13
4
27
1
1

TO BI Sit
62 13 51
39 23 23
43 2 27
30 329
35 8 18
34 21 23
16 3 10
15 9 5
20 3 10
9 0 3
0 0 1
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MSU professors publish recent article on identity theft
STATE
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W 77-74
W 68-49
W 89-56
L 89-62
L 61-64
L 93-58
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W 102-66
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Tech W 83-67
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ER
G CI. Ht Wt.
F
G
F
F
F
G
G
G
G
F
F
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Jr. 6-7 225
So.6-21 80
Sr. 6-7 265
Sr. 6-8215
Jr. 6-5220
So. 5-11 155
Sr. 6-3 190
So. 6-3 210
Fr. 6-1 180
Jr. 6-4 188
Jr 6-4 210
Jr. 6-7 230
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Special to the Ledger
Dr. Tommy Stambaugh and
Dr. Murphy Smith, both professors
in
Murray
State
University's Department of
Accounting,coauthored a recent
article with Dr. Elizabeth Mulig
of the University of Dallas,
tided: "Identity Hack! Is Your
Company Next?" The appeared
in the December 2014 issue of
Strategic Finance, a major
accounting journal published by
the Institute of Management
Accountants, which has a global
network of more than 70,000
members in 120 countries and
300 professional and student
chapters.
Stambaugh observes,"Identity
theft affects the lives of countless Americans and is the fastest
growing crime in America. Most
instances of identity theft are
attributable to breaches of privacy
or
confidentiality.
Professional accountants, especially management accountants,
internal auditors, and external
auditors, are uniquely positioned to help in the design of
controls that prevent or detect
and correct the effects of identity theft."
Smith adds, "Our paper provides an overview of identity
theft and the associated risks
and exposures. In addition, the
paper addresses the challenges
and opportunities that privacy
and confidentiality issues present to management accountants
and other members of the
accounting profession. The
paper describes procedures that
organizations and individuals

can use to prevent and detect
identity theft, along with procedures to implement when privacy problems are discovered."
Stambaugh says,"Technology
is often used to commit identity
theft. Techniques used include
phishing
and
wardriving.
Phishing utilizes bulk email
messages to entice recipients
into revealing personal information. This approach often lures
recipients to a bogus online
banking or merchant site that
asks fpr personal information,
which is then stolen. Wardriving
is another high-tech approach to
commit identity theft. This
approach involves the thieves
driving around in a car with a
laptop or special device to locate
accessible wireless computer
networks that lack proper
authentication controls. Such
systems are easily hacked."
Sophisticated technology is
not required to commit identity
theft. Other common approaches used to perpetrate identity
theft include:
• Physically breaking into a
business or home to steal data,
• Pickpocketing or purse
snatching to steal money, credit
or debit cards, or information
stored on drivers' licenses,
• Bribing employees or other
trusted parties that have access
to targeted information,
• Rummaging through dumpsters or trash cans for data, often
called dumpster diving,
• Watching a victim enter a
password or PIN or complete a
check or some other document,
form or report and using the

observed data to enter a system
to steal information,aka shoulder surfing,
• Obtaining credit reports
fraudulently,
•Abusing authorized access to
information as an employee or
other trusted parties,
• Skimming by stealing a victim's credit or debit card numbers when the card is presented
in payment, and
• Hacking into an organization's computer files.
Stambaugh notes,"Businesses
suffer when trade secrets or
other types of confidential information are breached. However,
one of the biggest risks for businesses is that the personal information of customers or vendors
may be stolen from the business
records. Laws exist which often
Photo provided
require that the parties whose
personal information has been Pictured, from left, are Dr. Don Chamberlain, chairman of the Accounting Department at
breached be notified. If this hap- Murray State University, Dr. Tommy Stambaugh and Dr. Murphy Smith.
pens, it almost always results in mail and shred trash that con- MBA Program in Hong Kong, College of Business at Murray
significant financial losses and tains sensitive information; use China
and
in
the State University. Smith's acadiminished business due to a virus protection and update your MSU/Universitat Regensburg demic record includes numerloss of public trust."
virus software and data files Exchange Program in Germany. ous professional journal articles,
The authors point out that a often; be very choosey about Stambaugh serves on the MSU research grants, books, conferfew common-sense tactics go a which files you download and Faculty Senate and is a member ence presentations, and awards
long way in preventing identity which hyperlinks you click and of MSU's Christian Faculty for teaching and research.
theft. These include: PIN num- always use a firewall.
Network. He is known as a tech- Smith serves on MSU's
bers and passwords should be
Dr. Tommy Stambaugh began nology expert and is an active Strategic Planning Executive
properly safeguarded and not his career at Murray State in research scholar. In recognition Committee and is a member of
kept in wallets or purses; when 1986. He has taught a variety of of superb teaching, in 2013. MSU's
Christian
Faculty
withdrawing money from an courses, such as accounting Stambaugh
received
the Network. His most recent book.
ATM or writing a check, beware information systems at the grad- Outstanding Educator Award the seventh edition of The
of who is around you and may uate and undergraduate level, from the American Accounting Bottom Line is Betrayal.
be trying to steal personal infor- information systems and deci- Association Strategic and Seventh Edition, published in
mation; shred financial state- sionmaking, auditing, the MBA Emerging Technologies Section. 2014, is an educational novel
ments and other paperwork that accounting course, principles of
Dr. L. Murphy Smith is the that incorporates textbook topcontains sensitive information: accounting, and an international David
and Ashley
Dill ics in an international business
share personal information only business course. He has also Distinguished Professor of action adventure.
with trusted parties; guard your taught internationally in MSU's Accounting in the Bauernfeind

At a glance: 4 steps that help guard against identity theft
By the Associated Press
The average person can take several basic steps to guard against
identity theft both inside and outside the health care world. Here's a
sample of what experts advise:
1 — Protect your Social Security Number: Ask if it is absolutely
necessary to give out before you put it on a form at the doctor's
office. See if a health care provider might just accept the last four
digits instead. These numbers can help fraudsters create fraudulent

credit lines or tax returns, among other things.
2 — Don't ignore insurance statements: Read or at least glance at
the "Explanation of acnefits" your insurer sends you to explain
recent claims. If someone is making fraudulent health claims using
your account, you may spot them there first.
3 — Limit public Wi-Fi use: Don't enter passwords online if you
are using an open or public Wi-Fi network. Avoid looking at sensitive information like bank accounts too. Save that for networks that
require a passcode.

Light the Way 4,
to a Cure!
Relay For Life Luminaria Ceremony
Sat., May 2,2015 - 8:00 p.m.
MSU's Roy Stewart Stadium
Closing Ceremony to Follow

Sources: Los Angeles Police Department, Cynthia Larose,
chair of the privacy and security practice at the law firm Mintz
Levin in Boston

Don't let someone else
take your sofa home!

4:1

RELAY
FOR LIFE

Luminaria Order Form
$5.00 Minimum Donation Requested Per Luminaria

4 — Strengthen passwords: The longer, the better because hackers can use software to crack a password that is less than eight characters in a few seconds. Avoid words or phrases that can be found
in the dictionary or easy identifiers like the name of your child.
Don't use the same password for multiple accounts.

•

1

NEW RECUNERS - NEW SECTIONALS
NEW LEATHER SEATING

LAYAWAY

Ira

SALE

Pay off with your

Light a luminaria in MEMORY of a loved one or friend who has lost his or her battle
with cancer or to HONOR a loved one or friend who is a survivor. Each luminaria will be

TAX REFUND

personalized with the name of the person being remembered or honored. Please join us for
this special event!
0 In Honor of:

Li In Memory of:

`Maximum layaway time
90 days
IN-STOCK FURNIFIJRE
ONLY

(Please use oneform per person)

Name

Please Print Clearly
Purchased By
For credit to Team - Team Name:

FURNITURE ART a LAMPS MITTIESSES AREL,,,
11 1!IGS

%
50% 20
OFF

OFF

15%
OFF

Daytime Phone
Donation Enclosed $

Total Number of Luminaria Bags for this Person

American Cancer Society
U No acknowledgment necessary or LI Send acknowledgment card to:

0 Cash 0 Check made payable to

Name
Address
City/State/Zip

Please mail Luminaria Order Form and donation to

Relay For Life,2208 Brookhaven Dr.,Murray,KY 42071
Or return to the

sponsor below. For more information, contact 270-293-2971
CANCER SURVIVORS:

CyowN

DON'T FORGET ME

50%

OFF

CARPET

FLOORING!
Laminate, Ceramic,
Hardwood,
Vinyl and Luxury Tile
FREE in- home estimates!

5

%
OFF

To pick up a shirt at Relay, you must register by March 20. Call Tiffany at 270-227-0028

13395 HWY. 641 N.

Luminaria sponsored by:

,t0 a pa,

.

fi,a KY

731-498-8 161
The 4)

Murray Bank

A

MnniI.. FtiiIn Ei 30 AM 500 PM
SaNti1,0/ 9 00 AM 5 no PM

Furniture
Gallery

VISIT OUR NEW WESSITE: www.turniturogallerytn.com

ero place an ad call 270-753-19lb or email ads0 murrayledgencom
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(A/I 3 Ads Must Run Within 6 Day Period.)
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Notice
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Help Wanted

Help Wined

Papa Smurf
Storage
1st ..tuntn !rev!
Ci,niate
Available
.247 Surveillanci
.Pest Control
IIW\ o4 E.ist
270-97s 1 100
270
1)12_)
THE Murray Ledger &
Times
considers
its
sources reliable, but inaccuracies
do
occur.
Readers using this information do so at their own
risk. Although persons and
companies
mentioned
herein are believed to be
reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor any of
its employees accept any
responsibility whatsoever
for their activities.

060
Help Wanted

CUSTOMER

Service Rep in a
business
to
business environment. Good
communications
skills and ability
to multi-task a
must. Apply in
person
with
at
resume
Automated
Mail,
Direct
1410 N 12th
St, Murray, KY.
General
Contractor
and builder looking for
secretary (will train)
Office half mile from
Murray.Good pay and
conditions.
working
ALSO seeking candidates
for
Vice
President for the corporation.Ask for Joe.

270-752-3290
JANITORIAL/HOUSEKEEPER opening in
Murray area. Benefits
include medical, 401K,
holiday & vacation pay.
Fax resume to
270-395-4325.
Call 270-227-9048

Let us help you
' spread the
word Classifieds
work!
Call
753-1916
to place
your ad
TODAY

Thoroughbred Research Group is hiring for telephone interviewer positions that start at $9.00 per hour
in Mayfield.
Applications will be accepted from 9am to 4pm M-F
at the Mayfield Shopping Plaza - 1102 Pans Rd.
Applicants will have to be available to work at least 20
hours a week and one weekend day. MI-F shifts are
from Barn to 4pm and 4pm to 11pm (10prn for students). Sat shift will be from 9am to 5pm and Sun shift
will be from 11 am to 5prn. Applicants must be able to
read and type. Great job for a second income, college
students and retirees. NO SALES

It I( 1 1Et1RElCt
'
1'I -lc IR(Pt
11.1,

II. MI

•-•
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060

Nap Wonted

DISCLAIMER
When arrelsing the
"help wanted" section
on our classifieds
webpage at
murrayledger.com,
you will be redirected
to jobnetwork.com.
By default,
Murray and local job
listings will appear on
this website.
However, as a national
website, not all listings
on the jobnetwork.com
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Tunes. Please call
us if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
job listings. Thank you.

270-443-6543
270
442-3312 FAX
544 Lone Oak Rd.
Paducah, KY 42003
cynthia_ivy0LCCA.co
LifeCareCareers.com
EOENVFN/D-55675
WATERSHED
Coordinator for Clarks
River in
Calloway County.

t-irthiRtf.,Farmers CoOp is Hiring CDUClass
A Drivers, Apply at:
4075 US. HWY. 641
South, Murray KY
NOW Hiring
Front Desk. Apply in
person only.
Must be flexible.
Holiday Inn Express
Hwy 641 N. Murray
TOM'S Grill now hiring
experienced
cooks,
servers, hostes and
dishwashers.
Apply at Tom's Pizza
after 1pm.
RN OPPORTUNITY
Parkview Nursing and
Rehabilitation Center in
Paducah
ASSISTANT
DIRECTOR OF
NURSING

The watershed
coordinator will be
responsible for
developing a watershed based plan for
Damon Creek of the
Clatics River with assistance from the watershed team an the
Four Rivers Basin
Coordinator.
The coordinator
will work closely with
Govemment Agencies,
Non-Profit, and
individual citizens in
the community to dovelope the plan.
The coordinator will
organize and facilitate
watershed team
meetings, arrange
logistics for public
meetings, assist with
prearation of draft plan
documents, coordinate
volunteers, and collect
water samples as
necessary.
Specific duties are
discussed below.

Full-time position available for a KentuckyLicensed RN with one
year of supervisory
experience in longterm care. We offer
great pay and benefits
in a team-oriented
environment.
Cindy Ivy

Ability to work
independently,
proficiency in the use of
MS Word and Excel,
understanding of
Geographic
Information Systems
(GIS), ability to maintain a website, valid
drivers license and reliable personal transportation, and familiarity with the Calloway
County
community.
Salary and Position
Details

subscribe to the

MURRAY
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Local Mall
(ask...y)
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010
Position Wanted

I will sit with your loved
ones in home-nursing
home or hospital.
Call Linda at
731-247-3127
References
on
Request

CLEANING Services
270-227-0305
Cleaning
RCS
Services
"LET US DO YOUR
DIRTY WORK FOR
YOU
.
Valentines Day Special
Includes Chocolates or
Scented Candle
FREE Estimates
270-970-4612

t

- I
I
1

The Coordinator will
report to the Calloway
County Conservation
District. The position
pays between $30,000
and $35,000 per year
commensurate with
experience and
includes benefits. The
position is currently
funded for over two
years and more funding will be sought to
continue the position.

"ANTIQUES", gas, oil
& soda signs, pump,
military. Call Larry
270-753-3833
CASH FOR GOOD
USED REFRIGERATORS,
STOVES,
HEATERS, AIR CONCARDITIONERS,
PETING, ETC.
270-753-4109
150
Articles
For Sale
12.5 inch Thickness
Plane.
Like
New
Delta
Portable
$175.00.
4ft Aluminum
Ladder.

Dock

270-227-9948
BISON MEAT FOR
SALE
different
Many
cuts.Call or text 270293-9569 or 731-3340654 for more information.
Firewood for sale
270-293-7893
Round Bales Hay
for sale
270-293-4596

LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES
WARD-ELKINS
rqr

Is

L

.

Chc
Non. 12p.m.
Tue. 1 p.m.
Wed.12 p.m.
Thur. 12 p.m.

•

BUYING, BUYING, BUYING
Wrecked, running and non-running
autos, batteries, and all aluminum

a
I9

KEY RECYCLING
1990 STATE ROUTE 121 SOUTH
270-759-9694

E 50;ith 12th `,t

PILLOW Top Mattress
sets. New in Plastic.
Queen $195,00
Full $185.00
King $385.00
270-293-4121
Can Deliver
280
Mobil.tizmos For Rent
NEW Mobile Home for
rent. 2 bedroom, 2
bath, stove, refrigerator, washer, dryer,
microwave, Garbage
lawncare
pickup,
included. NO pets or
smoking. $650.00
270-227-2441
270-227-2443.
Noce 28R mobile home
No Pets 270-753-9866

1 OR 2br apts. near
Murray.
downtown
Lease and deposit
required.
270-753-4109.
2 bedroom duplex with
C.H.A.C, carport, all
appliances furnished,
no pets, 270-436-5980.
2BR,2 full bath duplex,
all appliances & washer & dryer, cable &
water
furnished.
$650/month. 104 Park
St.753-2225.

119 E. Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell:(270) 293-4183
9 am - 4 p.m. M-F
J&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
720 S. 4TH ST.
Corner of' 121 S. & GINA&

10X10's & 10x15's
(270) 436-2524
PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
*Inside climate control
storage
-Security alarmed
"Safe & clean
•We sell boxes!
-We rent U-Hauls.
753-9600.

MurrayeyeCare.com

530
Auto Parts

Services Offered

Services Offered

HOLLAND
MOTOR SALES

FUTRELL'S
TREE SERVICE

PRESCOTT
ROOFING

•Trimming
*Removal
-Stump Grinding

Over 28 Years
Experience

•Firewood
*Insured

Zech 270-873-7700
David 270-227-1106

(270) 489-2839

M_Singiellinatiakct

We Finance
nollandmotorsales com
270-753-4461

NOW LEASING
1,2 & 3bedroom Apts.
We accept Section
8 vouchers.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday.
Phone 759-4984.
Sq
1600
Equal Housing
' Commercial Property
Opportunity
1625 State Ftt 121N
TDD #711
Old Festive Touch Bldg
270-753-9479
VERY nice 48R, 2BA,
Ask for Debbie Mac
newly remodeled, New
appliances & fixtures
Pas I Supplies
throughout. Coleman
Real Estate
Obedience
DOG
270-753-9898
glendhenmere.com
(270)436-2858.
Houses For Rent
Public Sale
2 or 3BR Houses
Lease & Deposit
AUSTIN Auction
Required
Service
270-753-4109
All types Auction
nicholsentscom
Benton, KY
/properties
270-705-4859

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE

"Eye Disease

480

NICE
2 bedroom
Duplex W/ carport,
appliances NO pets,
1yr lease.
270-227-7414

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50.
753-7668

2

Call NICK'PEACH
at 270-753-1916 and place your ad today!

Thu institunori cs an eqva
416
t2t opporfuout.,provider
and onplown

160
Home Furnishings

All
to

Place your Business
Directory Ad with us today!
Call Nicki for
pricing and get your ad
started! 270-753-1916

Thank you for your business'

270-753-8556
1505 Duiguid Drive

Very nice 3BR home.
Appliances and carport.
No
pets.
References required.
Coleman RE
270-753-9898

• Garland Rei

Camp Septic Cleaning of Murray 4M. Eyecare Specialties
v Dr. Kevin Adams
308 S. 12th
Residential & Commercial
Murray,
AI "Eyeglasses
753-9224 Nick McClure-Owner
759-2500
ke/..., "Contacts

1BR from $345
2BR from $375

38R furnished lake
home.
No
pets.
References required.
$900/month Coleman
RE 270-753-9898

• Murray
• MB(
Lights, E

BUSINESS & SERVICE DIRECTOR VI

Calloway Gardens
Essex Downs
Apartments

(270) 753-1713

To Apply
Send a resume, letter
of interest, and names
and contact information
for three references to
Cindy Cossey,
Calloway County
Conservation District,
88 Robertson Rd South
Murray, KY 42071.
Deadline is February
13 at 4:00 PM.
For additional
information
call 270-767-0491

28R 2BA duplex available mid Feb. w/appliances. $750/mo +
$750 deposit
No
smoking, no pets.
SunLight Rentals
270-978-0984
2BR, 2BA, all appliances plus yard work.
270-227-5173.
2BR, Apts & Duplexes
Avail. through
Coleman RE.
Contact our office for
more info.
270-753-9898

TDD 1400-545-1833 ext 283

Required Qualifications

Read
M About
It'

Check

•
•

If you
For a

To Place An Ad Or Yard Sale Call (270) 753-1916, email classified@murrayledger.com or stop by our
office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.-Office Hours: Monday-Friday 8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. • Fax:(270) 753-1927

020

I

r

F.9 a.m.

USED TIRES
14, 15 16 inch
Starting at S20
mounted

Call 753-5606

All real estate advertised herein
is sutlect to the Federal Fair
Housing Act, which makes it
illegal to advertise any preference, limitation or discruninabon based on race, color, religion sex, handicap, familial status or national origin, or intention to make any such preferences limitations or discnminabon.
State laws forbid discrimination
in the sale, rental or advertising
of real estate based on factors in
addition to those protected
under federal law.
Vile will knowingly accept any
advertising for real estate
is not in violation of the law. All
persons are hereby informed
that all dwellings advertised are
available on an equal opportunity basis.

which

For further assistance with Fair
Housing Advertising requirements. contact NAA Counsel
Rene P Milarn,(7CB)448-1000.

.0,
01•01
0,•0•7 1).11T,

440
Lots For Sate
UTILITYS in Place
$9,500
270-753-6012
160

Hoses For Sal.
'Owner FinanceLake House Hamlin
Newly Redone paint.
In/Outside New Floors
New Water Heater
Quiet, $2500 Down
$495 Monthly Plus Ins
Ruthie 270-753-2222

titra2-4

room homes In
Riverfleld Estates
SSG Real Property
Professionals
293-7872

MANAGEMEN

Hill Electric

203 N 6111i-St. Murray KY
270-75.9-1799
Your Hometown source
for Quaky Tempco
Replacement iffinck)ws

Greg Mansfield

HILL SEPTIC
PUMPING
EXCAVATION
& TRUCKING
All Your Septic Needs

Garage Door
Sales & Maintenance
6" Continuous Gutters
Great HomelotarSevice

Installation
& Repair
Dirt, Gravel,
White Rock,
Sand, & Mulch

Don t spend your money out of
state keep ,ocal,

(270)293-8686

(270) 293-8480

A-1 Lamb Tree Pro.
Lic/Ins. 270-753-Tree
(8733)

A.G.S. Well &
Irrigation
We// Drilling

Murray Ledger la Times Fair
Housing Act Notice

HALL'S WASTE

• locally owned/operated
759-1151 • 293-2783
293-2784

753-9562

Well Pump Service

Firs

By DARLE

Associated I

• weekly & special pickups

Since 1986
Residential &
Commercial
Licensed & Insured
All jobs - big or
small

In this Oct.
pare to eat
in Washing

GallIrnor• Electrical Contractors, LLC

Gallimore
Electrical Contractors,LLC

Residential
Agricultural

Indutrial/Csanienialfillesideatlai

Chris Tucker
270-293-4406

WWW.GECMURRAY.COM

James C.Gallows

WASHIN
Obama say
and cheese
daughter co
cheese pow
In an int
Cooking
Sam Kass,
chef, had u
variety, wh
powder am(
"He said
and cheese,
said, creditil
processed f4
Kass gay(
about 8 ye;
cheese and
cheese into
"She sat tl
verize a IA
Obama say
and it just d

Bai
By MARC

David's Home
Improvement
LLC
Water Damaged Floors
Braces & Floor Joists
Remodeling & Plumbing

Associated

Want to STAND Out
LESS
THAN
.50
CENTS
A DAY

Call
Nicki
TODAY

f

Will Do Insurance Work
Visa &

MasterCard Accepted

731-247-5422

274-293-2643
FILIPINO Housewife
Cleaning in your home
available 6/days week.
25yrs Experience at
vacuuming, mopping,
furniture
polishing
background
Free
check.
Call 7/days week.
Lisa 270-217-7663

FRAME'S
TREE
SERVICE
& DEBRIS REMOVAL
& Insurer

Ron Frame
(270) 227-3140
(270) 474-0323
YOUR AD
COULD RE
HERE FOR
ONLY 575.00
A MONTH
CALL 753-1016

530
Services Offered

060
Help Wanted

neriNstr\
McCUISTON
ROOFING
r'(!

"r

270-293-1924
Free Estimates
Licensed & Insured
Protecting your house Iffre
it/s our house/

www.mccuistionroofing.com

ON BEA

MINI
STORAGE

Atm!

24/7 Surveillance•Electricity
a Now Have DO Climate Control Units

812 WhItaon Ate.
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Sudoku S a nurnber-piacrea piano based on a 9x9 gisd
ssygrowl nurrters The °bawl slo plsos Iris numbers lto
9 in Ire amply squares so that aeon row each column and esch
14 box =Suns Ms same numbs' orgy or The oleo" hovel
of Me Conospls Sudoku screams trom monde), to Surxely

530

.216
!GARLAND
RENTAL54
Fri 10 ern.

- Fri.9 dn.
Mon. 9

ion.12p.m.
Tue. 1 p.m.

Ned.12 p.m

fbur,12p.m.

if you've got it we tan store It"
For all your storage convenience
Choose from our 3 locations:
• Murray Store & Lock - 1611 N. 12th St.
• MBC Storage - 1900 N. 12th St.
Lights, Electricity, and 2417 Surveillance
• Garland Rental Boat & Mini Storage - Hwy 94E
All sizes available, call today
to reserve your storage unit

270-753-2905

Services Offered

SUDOKU

Vac&
IASJ N!
CONSTINCTION

SudoKu

2
6 3 1

•Additions
•Remodeling
•Complete Masonry
(270)293-1421
(270)293-1753

YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE FOR
ONLY $75.00
A MONTH
CALL 753-1916

By Dave Green

Hill Appliance
Repair
Serving
West Kentucky
Jason Hill
(270)226-0194
Service on all
major brands
Licensed & Insured

Real Tree Building
Decks • Garages
Additions • Porches
Buildings • New & Old
441 Charley MillerRd
Almo, KY

At

Chad Lyons
270-227-6357

74
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Mies

08 S. 12th
Murray
759-2500
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5 Years
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-873-7700
1-227-1106
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y Tempco
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e Door
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by Jacqueline Bigar

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Thursday, Feb. 12, 2015:
This year you will focus on your image and your long:term plans.
Your career could be a key issue, as you will demand growth and
more financial benefits. When you concentrate on an objective or
desire, you tend to hit a home run. If you are single, someone comes
strolling into your life and puts a big smile on your face. This year
could mark the beginning of a serious relationship, if you are open
to it. If you are attached, the two of you often sound and act like two
lovebirds. Your sweetie might seem almost perfect to you, and vice
versa. SAGITTARIUS makes a great friend and is likely to act on
some of your more adventurous ideas!

is

Offered

4 7'3
682
1 95
329
i6 1
854
2 1 7
548
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Itficulty Level ***

Horoscope

y!

Answer to previous puzzle

The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic; 4Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so; 1-Difficult
ARIES(March 21-April 19)
**** You'll have a strong sense of where a partner is coming
from. Once you engage in a conversation, you might feel as if this
person is too set in his or her ways for you to continue down the
same path. On some level, you might feel locked. Tonight: Tap into
your imagination.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
**** Others seek you out in the morning, and you might feel overwhelmed. Decide whom you want to spend your time with, and go
AP Photo / Susan Walsh, File about making it happen. Know when to establish stronger boundIn this Oct. 14, 2014 file photo, first lady Michelle Obama, accompanied by Sam Kass, talks with school children as they pre- aries. Tonight: Tap into your imagination when making weekend
pare to eat lunch in the East Room of the White House following the annual fall harvest of the White House Kitchen Garden plans.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
in Washington.
**** You'll seek out others as you attempt to get a better grasp
on a situation. You could get a lot of information, but you still might
feel as if someone close to you is not revealing everything he or she
knows. Find out why. Tonight: An older person triggers many
thoughts.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
And from then on, we stopped eating maca- Obama said.
By DARLENE SUPERVILLE
to do what you want, but expect to get some
Associated Press
The first lady said her initiative and her **** Prepare
roni and cheese out of a box because cheese
impromptu questions and demands. Stay steady, and figure out
WASHINGTON (AP) — Michelle dust is not food, as was the moral of the husband's health care law will, in the long where you want to focus your energy. Recognize your limits. You
run, save the country money by improving might need to say *no" to someone you can't help. Tonight: Get
Obama says she dropped boxed macaroni story."
some extra R and R.
As sheJmarks the fifth anniversary of her people's health.
and cheese frqn her family's diet after her
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
athlete
Olympic
an
be
to
have
don't
"You
first
the
initiative,
anti-childhood-obesity
daughter coul't turn a block of cheese into
**** You might want to give in to your fun yet spontaneous perlady says it feels like there's "a new norm" to be healthy, but you do need to walk your sonality. Perhaps you are not as sure of yourself as you would like
cheese powder.
how families think about food and what's dog or take your kids to the park periodical- to be when dealing with a loved one. You seem to be withdrawn.
in
In an interview in the March issue of
Relax, and know that you are well cared for. Tonight: A friend inspires
ly and throw a football around," she said.
healthy.
says
Obama
Mrs.
Cooking Light magazine,
you.
Her goal as an 80- or 90-year-old is to still
Because food is personal and people are
Sam Kass, the family's former personal
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
chef, had taken a stand against the boxed obsessed with it, Mrs. Obama said she's try- be mobile.
**** You might want to understand what is happening with some"I want to be able to walk up a temple or one who is instrumental in helping you maintain your well-being.
variety, which includes processed cheese ing to deliver "a message of change" that
ruin on my own and see the world. And I This person might be depressed or holding back. Make a point of
a
informaprovides
but
blame
assign
doesn't
powder among the ingredients.
"And
only do that if I've been investing in my finding out what is going on with him or her. Tonight: Make it easy,
can
choices.
better
make
to
needed
tion
"He said there's nothing wrong with mac
and order in.
and cheese, but it's got to be real food," she starting with kids has been an important first health now," the first lady said. "And just LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
years
40
30,
20,
**** You could be somewhat withdrawn as you see what goes on
said, crediting him with helping to eliminate step because, as I've always said, parents imagine, if we've got kids
will do for their kids what they won't do for younger than we are doing that now, they're around you. Someone with whom you need to speak also might
processed food from their diet.
going to be some of the strongest 80- and seem distant. Don't push too hard; let this person have some space.
Kass gave her daughter Malia. who was themselves."
we've ever seen. And that's our Schedule a massage or join a yoga class. Tonight: Catch up on
90-year-olds
encouryear
this
time
spend
to
plans
She
about 8 years old at the time, a block of
emails.
cheese and challenged her to turn the fresh aging people to prepare and eat more of dream."
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
The magazine features Mrs. Obama on the *** You might want to straighten out a money issue before it
their meals at home.
cheese into powder.
"What we do know is that the food you cover, the first time in the publication's 28- becomes unmanageable. You know what is possible and what you
"She sat there for 30 minutes trying to puldesire from a situation. Convincing someone who is involved in your
verize a block of cheese into dust," Mrs. cook is healthier, and it can be more afford- year history that food was not the cover sub- finances could be a different story. Tonight: Let your imagination
Friday.
newsstands
on
due
is
issue
The
ject.
learnas
such
skills,"
some
takes
it
but
able,
Obama says. "She was really focused on it
speak.
SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
and it just didn't work, so she had to give up. ing how to cut a chicken into its parts, Mrs.
**** You could be pushing someone away without realizing how
you are coming off. Get feedback from several people who know you
well. Try to eliminate whatever seems to be holding you back.
Tonight: Respond to an offer that is too good to be true.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
**** Try to maintain better contact with friends and loved ones.
There could be some confusion or a misunderstanding about plans.
You might want to confirm meetings, plans and anything of signifiboth
Carter
Nick
and
McLean
A.J.
that
guys
the
how
about
talks
also
movie
The
ISAZA
By MARCELA
you will be a lot happier as a result. Tonight: Vanish while you
cance;
lost their youth to fame and the struggles encountered before entering rehab.
Associated Press
can.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
LOS ANGELES (AP) — The Backstreet
You could be taken aback by a meeting or get-together with
****
share
to
ready
men,
grown
as
Boys are back
friend. Work on being positive about a long-term goal. Your
a
a documentary about their rise to fame.
endurance will count. Understand that you might not get there
"Backstreet Boys: Show 'em What You're
overnight, but your goal is achievable. Tonight: Be spontaneous.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
Made Of," now in U.S. theaters, started off
**** You could have a difficult time listening to a boss or parent.
as a small project, filming the guys during a
Your mind seems to be drifting from one interest to another. Be
three-week recording session. After finishaware of your limits when dealing with others. Leave any difficuft or
ing a 20-minute promo, the band decided to
demanding situation for a different day. Tonight: Do what you want.
make a full-length film.
BORN TODAY
"Our story, our life after 22 years," said
Former U.S. President Abraham Lincoln (1809), naturalist Charles
Nick Carter. "It wasn't like we need to do
Darwin (1809). actress Christina Ricci (1980)
it
this movie right now and it has to happen,
•••
just organically did."
Internet at www.lacquelinebigar.com.
the
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Bigar
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The Backstreet Boys
Features Syndicate Inc.
King
by
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comea
making
say
They
lows.
highs and
back 20 years later and introducing themselves to new fans as grown men in a "boy

First Lady says 'cheese dust is not food'

Backstreet Boys are back as men

band" is scary.
In general every album we've made even
when we were on top of the world and on
top of the charts, that was a scary process,
and it still is to this day," said Kevin
Richardson.
The band talked in depth about Lou
Pearlman. the mastermind behind the
Backstreet Boys and 'N Sync. who operated
an investment scam and was sentenced to
prison.
"It really wasn't being taken care of until
you open your eyes and go. 'Damn. We
should have looked out for one another, we
should've helped one another,- says Brian
Littrell. "I think this is the story that really
plays true to where we are today, basically
boys to men, and we get to show the world
what we are made of."
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Photo by Casey Curry / Invision / AP. File
left, Howie Dorough, Nick Carter,
from
McLean,
In this Jan. 27, 2015 file photo, AJ
Boys pose for a portrait in
Backstreet
the
and
Littrell
Brian
of
Richardson,
Kevin
promotion of their upcoming theatrical documentary "Show 'Em What You're Made
Of" in Los Angeles. One of the biggest-selling boy bands in history, the Backstreet
Boys have experienced highs and lows. They say making a comeback 20 years
later and introducing themselves to new fans as grown men in a ''boy band" is
scary.
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Looking Back
Ten years ago
The Calloway County Middle
School eighth grade boys' basketball team pose with the district
championship trophy after defeating Benton Middle School in the
tournament championship game at
Murray High School. Tyre11 Willis
lead the way for Calloway with 12
points.
Pictured are members of the 4-H
Youth who just completed Unit Two
and Up Geology with Dr. Durwood
Beatty.
Included
are
Jake
Zimmerman, Joel Ferguson, Jared
Geurin, Charlie Powell, Katie
Saylor, James Saylor, Emily
Dowdy, Greg Wood, Travis Dun,
Kristina Fricker and Preston Morris.
Murray High School senior guard
Lisa Thurman reached the 1,000point plateau in the Lady Tigers:
win over Christian Fellowship.
Shown are members of the
Murray High School cheerleading
squad that took first place in last
weekend's Touchstone Energy All
-A" Classic in-game competition.
They are Morgan Williams. Natasha
Garland, Nicole Darnell, Kate
Reeves, Chelsea Riggins, Alycia
Watkins, Ca!lie Wilson, Kelli
Vinson, Mary Grace Brandenburg,
Maggie Tate, Linda Dinh, Leanne
Hewlett, Laura Wilson, Lindsey
Hays, Colleen McCoy, Whitley
Evans, Lakin Peal. Addie Rigsby,
Haley Haverstock, Carnee Taylor,
Ashley Jones and Deanna Rideout.
Twenty years ago
Kentucky State Fire Marshall
Dennis Decker said there are plenty
of hcros in Murray that deserve
recognition but Decker specifically
recognized several people who
worked together to save lives and
property when a Dec. 28 fire
destroyed a garage apartment on
Broad Street. Those honored were
Brad Haugh from the ambulance
service; Maj. David Smith, Murray
Police Department; firefighter
Dickie Walls; Asst. Chief Jim
Shropshire; firefighter
Bruce
Leaven; and firefighter James
Crowder.
Calloway County's eighth grade

girls capped their perfect season by
beating North Marshall 48-35 and
improved their record to 27-0.
Jessica Norsworthy led Calloway
with 18 points and Becky Green
scored 14.
Thirty years ago
Max Hurt, longtime Murray businessman and one of Murray State's
earliest alumni, was given a surprise
birthday party in honor of his 86th
birthday. Pictured is Rev. Fil
Boston, Hurt and his wife, Mavis
Hurt, and Jerry McCuiston. More
than 100 friends and relatives
attended the celebration at the
Murray Holiday Inn.
and
Debbie
Sims
lance
Stubblefield, both of Murray, are
members of the new pompon squad
at Murray State University.
Forty years ago
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Orville Jack Haskins
on Jan. 26; and a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Al Farrell on Jan. 27.
Thelma Warford, Betty Wagar,
Allan Beane, Kathy Mowery,
Colyott
and
Susan
Debbie
Hargrove, special education teachers at the Murray City Schools, are
pictured at a district workshop at
Murray State University.
Fifty years ago
Mrs. Mary Pace has resigned as
executive secretary of the Calloway
County Chapter of the American
Red Cross. She served for the past
21 years.
Joe Watson,Joy Johnson and Jean
Moore had high individual games in
bowling in the Magic Tri League.
Sixty years ago
The mercury plummeted 64
degrees yesterday to register a low
for the winter of 4 1/2 degrees
above zero last nite.
Recent births reported at the
Murray Hospital include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Ernestberger
and a girl to Mr. and Mrs. William
Ray Mofield.
Cpl. Charles Dale Waldrop, son of
Mrs. Willodean Waldrop, has been
nominated for Officer Candidate
School of the U.S.

Wife is wavering over offer
to repair broken marriage
DEAR ABBY: I have been
married for 25 years. My husband, "Frank," and I have four
children. Over the years our relationship became rocky -- almost
toxic. Frank is an alcoholic, verbally abusive and a manipulator.
(I admit I'm no angel, either.)
Eight months ago. I had an
affair with a
former
boyfriend I
dated before
I was married, and we
got caught.
Frank planted a tape
recorder in
my
car,
hacked
my
phone
and
read my texts
By Abigail
on his phone.
Van Buren
He threw me
out of the house, my belongings
placed in black garbage bags.
My boyfriend has divorced his
wife, moved here and has made
a life and a future for us. He
has sacrificed a lot for me, and
I feel bad that I'm thinking about
going back to Frank. I miss my
home and family.
Frank begs me to return every
day. He claims he has stopped
drinking and changed his ways.
He wants us to go to counseling and promises to be a better
husband if I give him another
chance.
I'm scared, but a little piece
of me wants to see if it's true.
I have heard stories about how
men can't change, that it will be
worse if I go home and I'll be
in a sort of jail and have no
freedom. Please help me. -- IN
PAIN IN ILLINOIS
DEAR IN PAIN: If "a little
piece" of you wants to reunite
with your husband, then level
with your lover. Your marriage
may or may not be able to be
repaired. However, if you're will-

Dear Abby

ing to try, understand it will take
hard work on the part of both
you and Frank, AND the help
of a marriage counselor-- IF Frank
can maintain his sobriety.
You say you are worried you
will lose your freedom if you
go back. It is important you recognize that trust takes a long
time to be rebuilt, that the attempt
at reconciliation is a gamble, and
whether your marriage can survive the mess the two of you
have made of it isn't assured.
•••••

DEAR ABBY: When my
boyfriend takes me out to dinner, he always expects sex afterward. 1 am OK with it because
he's a nice guy. But he never
says "thank you" when we're
done.
Other than his manners, he's
great and I'm happy we're together. Am I being petty and overly sensitive? My first husband
never thanked me either or appreciated me, so I guess it's a sore
spot. How should I approach this
without jeopardizing everything
else? -- HESITANT TO SPEAK
UP
DEAR HESITANT: Sex is
not supposed to be "payment"
because someone picks up a dinner check. If that's what is happening with you and your
boyfriend, it is being approached
with the wrong attitude.
A person is not expected to
thank a partner for having sex,
unless the sex was unusually
spectacular. Because you feel otherwise, tell your boyfriend what
your needs are -- and if he agrees
to thank you, return the compliment by thanking HIM.
•••••

Dear Abby is written by Abigail Van Buren, also known as
Jeanne Phillips, and was founded by her mother, Pauline
Phillips. Contact Dear Abby at
www.DearAbby.com or P.O. Box
69440, Los Angeles, CA 90069.

Today In History
By the Associated Press
Today is Wednesday. Feb. 11,
the 42nd day of 2015. There are
323 days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Feb. 11, 1945, President
Franklin D. Roosevelt, British
Prime Minister Winston Churchill
and Soviet leader Josef Stalin
signed the Yalta Agreement, in
which Stalin agreed to declare
war against Imperial Japan following Nazi Germany's capitulation (in return, the Soviet Union
would acquire territories lost to
Japan in the Russo-Japanese War).
Et A E3
YOU
GOT A
PURSE?

ended, with the company agreeing to recognize the United Automobile Workers Union.
In 1963, American author and
poet Sylvia Plath was found dead
in her London flat, a suicide; she
was 30.
In 1972, McGraw-Hill Publishing Co. and Life magazine canceled plans to publish what had
turned out to be a fake autobiography of reclusive billionaire
Howard Hughes.
In 1975. Margaret Thatcher was
elected leader of Britain's opposition Conservative Party.
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GOOD TO THE LAST DROP
Dear Heloise: When the salad-dressing bottle
appears empty, there is still a salad's worth of
dressing in there. I add a t. luple of teaspoons of
vinegar to the bottle, put the cap on and shake.
I have more than enough dressing to finish my
salad. — Emma D. in Oregon
Emma, I do this, too! This is an easy way to
use the last of the salad dressing. Vinegar once
again comes to the rescue! There are so many
other uses and hints with vinegar that I wrote
my Heloise 's Fantabulous Vinegar Hints and More
pamphlet, which you can order by sending $5
and a long, self-addressed. stamped (70 cents)
envelope to: Heloise/Vinegar. P.O. Box 795001,
San Antonio, 7X 78279-5001. My hint: I add
some spices, such as chives and garlic powder,
along with the vinegar to the dressing bottle. I
call it "Surprise Salad Dressing." Be sure to
label the bottle, or someone else will get a surprise when he or she pours it on a salad! —
Heloise
BOTTLE BAND
Dear Heloise: To prevent oil from running
down the outside of the bottle when turning it
upright after pouring, I take a tissue and fold it
in half twice the long way. I wrap this around
the neck of the bottle and secure with a short,
fat rubber band. No greasy bottle slipping out of
your hands and making a mess. — Carole in
Nebraska
Good hint, Carole, a good hint indeed. One
could use a paper towel or heavy paper napkin
rather than a tissue. They are thicker and will
last longer. — Heloise

A BEEF WITH BOILING
Dear Heloise: Regarding the
hint from C.V. in St. Louis
(Heloise here: C.V.'s hint in a
previous column was to boil
GROUND BEEF before using):
By boiling the beef and draining it, the food value — soluble vitamins and minerals,
especially B vitamins — is
lost.
Browning
actually
enhances the flavor of beef.
My hint: Drain the cooked beef into a bowl,
refrigerate until the fat is solid and then separate
the fat from the broth (which will be on the bottom) and add the broth back to the beef. This
retains both food value and flavor. — Riva C.,
via email
Riva, thanks for reminding us (me included)
of this tried-and-tested food hint. There may be
a small loss of nutrients into the water, so it's
a tossup! Eliminate the fat if you are watching
your calorie intake, or expect some nutrient loss.
Use the least amount of water that you can, and
slow-cook rather than boil at high heat to keep
the most vitamins. — Heloise
NO DRIPPY MESS
Dear Heloise: Our family loves to entertain
and does so regularly. Here is one of my favorite
entertaining hints: I keep several plastic squeeze
bottles filled with condiments. Mustard, mayonnaise, ketchup and salsa can be kept neatly in
these bottles. No worries about multiple knives
and spoons in condiment jars contaminating them.
— Mariah D. in New Jersey
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MAKING VALENTINE'S
DAY CARDS?

DEAR DOCTOR K: I have pain often spreads to the middle
chronic pancreatitis. Will it help of the back. Nausea and vomitto stop drinking at this point? Or ing often accompany the pain.
Attacks are often triggered by
is it too late?
DEAR READER: It is never meals and by drinking alcoholic
too late to stop further damage beverages. Some people can reduce
to the pancreas, but it may be the pain by sitting up and leantoo late to reverse damage done ing forward.
Most cases of chronic pancrein the past. However, that's water
under the bridge. What you want atitis are caused by ongoing overto do now is stop further dam- use of alcohol. People who continue to drink after one or more
age.
Pancreati- episodes of alcohol-related acute
tis is inflam- pancreatitis are more likely to
mation of the develop chronic pancreatitis. Anypancreas, a one who has had an acute episode
large gland should stop drinking entirely. This
will help to lower the chances of
located
the developing chronic pancreatitis.
behind
In my experience, people who
stomach.(I've
put an illus- quit drinking alcohol entirely often
tration show- have only mild or occasional symping the loca- toms. Those who continue to drink
tion of the alcohol can have disabling, daily
By
pancreas on pain, requiring frequent hospitalDr. Anthony
my website, izations.
Komaroff
Chronic pancreatitis cannot be
AskDoctorK.com.) The inflammation dur- cured. However, the various probing attacks of pancreatitis can kill lems it causes can be treated. For
acetaminophen
pain,
some of the cells in the pancreas. milder
It can also lead to scarring and (Tylenol) or ibuprofen (Advil,
Motrin) may help. But many peopermanent damage.
The pancreas produces diges- ple need stronger, narcotic medtive enzymes and hormones. Dam- ications. Pain management can be
age to the cells that produce diges- very challenging, and it may help
tive enzymes can cause problems to see a pain specialist. In rare
with digestion of food and the cases, surgery may be done to
absorption of nutrients in the food. relieve pain.
Digestive enzymes can help
Because of the digestive problems, people with chronic pan- with problems digesting food and
creatitis can lose weight and the resulting vitamin deficiencies.
They come in pill or capsule form.
become malnourished.
Damage to the cells that pro- Your doctor also may suggest that
you follow a low-carbohydrate,
duce hormones -- particularly
insulin and other hormones that high-protein diet that restricts some
affect blood sugar levels -- can types of fats.
Diabetes caused by chronic pancause diabetes.
The worst symptom of pan- creatitis usually requires treatment
creatitis is pain in the abdomen. with insulin.
You can do more to protect
Early in the disease, the pain
yourself from future suffering than
comes in attacks,separated by painfree periods. Later in the disease, your doctor can do for you. The
the pain can be present almost most important thing is to find
help to stop drinking.
constantly.
(Dr. Komaroff is a physician
Most often, the pain is high
in the middle of the abdomen, and professor at Harvard Medjust above the belly button. The ical School.)

Hints From Heloise
On this date:
In 1858, a French girl,
Bernadette Soubirous (soo-beeR00'), reported the first of 18
visions of a lady dressed in white
in a grotto near Lourdes. (The
Catholic Church later accepted that
the visions were of the Virgin
Mary.)
In 1862, the Civil War Battle
of Fort Donelson began in Tennessee.(Union forces led by Brig.
Gen. Ulysses S. Grant captured
the fort five days later.)
In 1937, a six-week-old sitdown strike against General Motors
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DAYS LIKE THIS REMIND ME OF
BEING ON rHE VERANDA Kr
THE GRAND HOTEL IN FIJI

Best treatment for
pancreatitis is to stop drinking
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Office worker
Penn, for one
Lotion additive
Different
Move smoothly
On cloud nine
Sea dog
Hive group
Singer Faith
Tourist's aid
Plant pest
Crumpet's cousin
Competes
Protracted
Stern with a bow
Bomb parts
June honoree
Pueblo material
Trojan War hero
Bowler, for one
"A Perfect Peace" author
Flying: Prefix
Twosome
Aspirin target
Stable group
Vortex
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Nile serpents
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Theater award
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Cow call
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Wilson's predecessor
Singer Fitzgerald
Agnes of "Bewitched"
Congregants' seat
Chess piece
Except if
Sighed cry
Model buy
— out a living
Spectrum end
Misbehaving
Traveler's need
Lake in Maine
Poet Sexton
Cribbage markers
Gung-ho
Tuscany city
Iron, for one
Sweet-talk
Hounds' quarry
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